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Creating reports is natural in any business, and there are many Microsoft products for this purpose. However, the oldest and the most popular product is SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS), which is ideal for any standard type of report. With technology evolving and the benefits of self-service reporting becoming evident, a new tool was needed. Microsoft responded to this need with Power View.

This book will cover all of the features of SSRS and Power View and will provide a step-by-step lab activity for each feature so that you can develop reports very quickly. You will learn the strengths and weaknesses of each tool, and thus be able to ascertain the best one to use for various reporting scenarios that you will encounter.

We, the authors of this book, are consultants who work with companies on a daily basis to design and create reports as well as help others to do so. When looking for a book to recommend to our clients that covers both SSRS and Power View, we found that books either talk about just one of these tools or include both but with limited information because they also cover a wide range of other reporting tools. Also, we could not find books that addressed the following topics: various reporting scenarios and the best tool to use for each; Power View for Excel 2013; the differences between Power View for SharePoint and Power View for Excel; and how SSRS is used for standard reporting, while Power View is used for self-service reporting. This book is our attempt to fill all these gaps.

What this book covers

*Chapter 1, Getting Started with Reporting*, gives an introduction to SSRS and Power View and discusses which is the best tool to use in various reporting scenarios.

*Chapter 2, SSRS – Standard Reporting*, describes what standard reporting is and talks about how SSRS solves standard reporting needs, covering its main features and functionalities.
Chapter 3, Development Activity with SSRS, is a step-by-step lab activity that walks you through the process of creating a basic SSRS report.

Chapter 4, Power View – Self-service Reporting, describes what self-service reporting is and talks about how Power View solves self-service reporting needs, covering its main features and functionalities.

Chapter 5, Development Activity with Power View, is a step-by-step lab activity that walks you through the process of creating a basic Power View report.

What you need for this book
To follow the step-by-step lab activities in this book, we recommend that you have a PC with the following software installed on it:

- Windows 7 or Windows 8
- Excel 2013
- SharePoint 2010 or SharePoint 2013
- SQL Server 2012 (the relational engine)
- SSRS 2012
- SQL Server Analysis Services 2012
- Power View
- SSDT or Visual Studio 2010

Who this book is for
This book is intended for those who wish to learn the use of SSRS and Power View and need to understand the best use for each tool. This book will get you up and running quickly—no prior experience is needed with either of the tools!

Conventions
In this book, you will find a number of styles of text that distinguish between different kinds of information. Here are some examples of these styles, and an explanation of their meaning.

Code words in text, database table names, folder names, filenames, file extensions, pathnames, dummy URLs, user input, and Twitter handles are shown as follows: "Regular users only have access to their own My Reports folder."
New terms and important words are shown in bold. Words that you see on the screen, in menus or dialog boxes for example, appear in the text like this: "One way to accomplish this is to use the Windows Authentication option for the credentials of the report data source(s)."

Warnings or important notes appear in a box like this.

Tips and tricks appear like this.

Reader feedback
Feedback from our readers is always welcome. Let us know what you think about this book—what you liked or may have disliked. Reader feedback is important for us to develop titles that you really get the most out of.

To send us general feedback, simply send an e-mail to feedback@packtpub.com, and mention the book title via the subject of your message.

If there is a topic that you have expertise in and you are interested in either writing or contributing to a book, see our author guide on www.packtpub.com/authors.

Customer support
Now that you are the proud owner of a Packt book, we have a number of things to help you to get the most from your purchase.

Errata
Although we have taken every care to ensure the accuracy of our content, mistakes do happen. If you find a mistake in one of our books—maybe a mistake in the text or the code—we would be grateful if you would report this to us. By doing so, you can save other readers from frustration and help us improve subsequent versions of this book. If you find any errata, please report them by visiting http://www.packtpub.com/submit-errata, selecting your book, clicking on the errata submission form link, and entering the details of your errata. Once your errata are verified, your submission will be accepted and the errata will be uploaded on our website, or added to any list of existing errata, under the Errata section of that title. Any existing errata can be viewed by selecting your title from http://www.packtpub.com/support.
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**Downloading the color images of the book**
We also provide you a PDF file that has color images of the screenshots/diagrams used in this book. The color images will help you better understand the changes in the output. You can download this file from: [https://www.packtpub.com/sites/default/files/downloads/1720EN_ColoredImages.pdf](https://www.packtpub.com/sites/default/files/downloads/1720EN_ColoredImages.pdf)

**Piracy**
Piracy of copyright material on the Internet is an ongoing problem across all media. At Packt, we take the protection of our copyright and licenses very seriously. If you come across any illegal copies of our works, in any form, on the Internet, please provide us with the location address or website name immediately so that we can pursue a remedy.

Please contact us at copyright@packtpub.com with a link to the suspected pirated material.

We appreciate your help in protecting our authors, and our ability to bring you valuable content.

**Questions**
You can contact us at questions@packtpub.com if you are having a problem with any aspect of the book, and we will do our best to address it.
Getting Started with Reporting

Every business needs reports and usually lots of different types of reports. In the Microsoft realm, there is not just one product that creates all of these reports. While having multiple tools gives you many advantages, it leads to confusion about which is the best tool to use for a specific task. There are numerous reporting tools, and we will talk about two of them: the oldest and most widely used — SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) and the new kid on the block — Power View. We will explain both of these tools so that you can quickly use them and have clarity on the best use of each tool.

Standard reporting with SSRS

SSRS has been around for quite a long time. It was first released in 2004 as an add-on to SQL Server 2000. Over the years, it has seen many improvements, making it by far the most widely used Microsoft reporting tool.

Despite the multitude of new reporting tools with their fancy and cool features, there is still a huge demand for standard corporate reports, also called canned reports or operational reports, which SSRS is ideal for.
SSRS is a feature-rich, flexible, and scalable reporting platform that can satisfy the needs of everyone from small businesses to fortune 500 companies. The following screenshot shows an SSRS report in the design mode using Visual Studio 2012:

SSRS supports dozens of data sources including SQL Server, SQL Azure, SSAS multidimensional models and tabular models, Parallel Data Warehouse, OLE DB, ODBC and, a SharePoint list. It is a powerful report-authoring and management environment that allows the creation of static and parameterized reports. The reports are built using Visual Studio or SQL Server Data Tools for Business Intelligence (SSDT-BI), which provides a drag-and-drop interface as well as wizards that generate a Report Definition Language (RDL) file based on XML. This allows for most of the reports to be built without having to write any code.

There is also a simpler-to-use and more streamlined reporting tool called Report Builder 3.0 that looks and feels more like an Office application than the project-centric development tool SSRS. It is a popular tool that also creates an RDL file that can be used by SSRS. Report Builder has about 80 percent of the features and capabilities of SSRS, so it is geared more toward a person who needs a very easy-to-use tool and is willing to sacrifice some flexibility (nevertheless, the RDL file created in Report Builder can always be opened in SSRS to add any missing functionality).
SSRS offers two modes of installation and operation: **Native mode** and **SharePoint Integrated mode**. Native mode provides a standalone report server called Report Manager, which offers report viewing, administration, security, processing, and delivery. SharePoint Integrated mode provides the report server through a SharePoint server and almost all the features that are present in Native mode. However, certain features, such as security and storage, are integrated within SharePoint. Most companies select SharePoint Integrated mode as it provides a unified portal to store and present all documents and reports.

The previously mentioned RDL files are uploaded to the Report Manager or the SharePoint document library. All the reports can be accessed through either of the portals and can be automatically generated and distributed. Users can perform analysis using parameters, filters, drill-down, and drill-through. Reports can be scheduled and distributed via the portal, a file share, e-mail, or a printer, and can be rendered as PDF, Excel, XML, comma delimited text file, various image types (TIFF, BMP, GIF, JPEG, EMF, PNG, WMF), HTML, or Microsoft Word formats. The following screenshot shows an output of an SSRS report in Report Manager:

![Running a report in Report Manager](image-url)
Self-service reporting with Power View

While SSRS is a great solution, companies frequently need to go beyond these static reports to visualize their data in different ways to help them make better business decisions. This is where Power View comes into the picture. Power View is an easy-to-use solution that allows users to quickly create highly-interactive and visual reports that can be accessed in a variety of different ways and from different devices. The reporting experience is greatly simplified as there are no setting properties on objects, no design mode, no creating of relationships with the data, and no connecting items together for filtering. The following screenshot shows a report being created in Power View:

![Creating a report in Power View](image)

Introduced with SQL Server 2012 and integrated with the SharePoint Enterprise edition, Power View has become very popular due to its ease of use and the ability to generate very useful and cool looking reports. It was first available only through SharePoint Server (Enterprise edition), but now it is available as an Excel 2013 add-on in the Office 2013 ProPlus edition.

Power View in SharePoint can connect to Excel PowerPivot workbooks and SSAS multidimensional models and tabular models (also known as cubes). An Excel PowerPivot workbook can use many different data sources such as SQL Server, SQL Azure, text file, and Microsoft Access.
Power View in Excel 2013 uses as the basis of a report either an internal data model or an external data model such as another workbook or a SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) tabular model. Note that Power View in Excel 2013 does not support a multidimensional model. The internal data model can use many different data sources such as SQL Server, SQL Azure, text file, and Microsoft Access.

However, Power View is not a replacement for SSRS as both tools have their place: Reporting Services is an ideal solution for corporate reporting, and Power View is better suited for self-service reporting with established data models. Power View was developed by the Microsoft Reporting Services product team who saw it as part of the total SSRS offering.

Power View should be the tool of choice for self-service reporting for the following reasons:

- Power View is easier to use than Report Builder 3.0, which is Microsoft's other self-service tool. While Power View does not have all the features of Report Builder as yet, it is much quicker and simpler to use. On the other hand, there are a lot of features in Power View that are not in Report Builder.

- Because it is an Excel add-in, it allows for an easy transition from pulling in and modifying data in an Excel-hosted PowerPivot model to generating a report of that data in Power View.

- A Power View report can be embedded in PowerPoint (SharePoint 2010 or 2013 and Enterprise edition only). It's as simple as saving your Power View report as a PowerPoint presentation. You can even filter, slice, and explore your Power View report within PowerPoint if you have an active connection to the SharePoint server.

- It is very interactive with no design or preview mode, which you would otherwise have to switch between. The only mode it has is What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG). It is very easy to add fields, filters, and aggregations. Everything is done instantly thanks to the use of Silverlight.

### Power View limitations

While you will have some SSRS reports that can be replaced with Power View reports, be aware of its limitations that can prevent the replacement of other reports. The limitations are as follows:

- Power View does not have nearly as many customization options as SSRS. With SSRS, you can change just about every property of a report item, but Power View is very limited in terms of the properties you can change.
• The current implementation of Power View requires the installation of a Silverlight browser plugin. This can add complications that you generally don’t have with SSRS because it does not require any browser plugins. In addition, Silverlight is a dying technology and is being replaced with HTML 5 (Microsoft is working on a HTML 5 Power View client).

• Power View in SharePoint requires SharePoint Enterprise and the installation of Reporting Services in SharePoint Integrated mode. SSRS will work with the Standard edition of SharePoint and has a Native mode that does not require SharePoint. Power View also works with Excel 2013 (ProPlus edition only), but many companies have not yet upgraded to it and are still using Excel 2010. Additionally, if you are using Excel 2013, it is likely that you still want to use SharePoint Enterprise to share the reports instead of sharing the workbook.

• Power View does not support the passing of parameters, whereas SSRS does.

• Power View does not have any means of scheduling reports or automatic report delivery. On the other hand, SSRS has a sophisticated way of scheduling and delivering reports using subscriptions.

• Power View does not support custom code, so there is no way to extend its features. SSRS is very flexible in allowing you to extend its code, so you can do just about anything with it.

Reporting scenarios
Which is the best reporting tool for the job? The following are various reporting scenarios you may encounter and our suggestions on the best tool to use along with the reasons why:

Scenario 1
You want the reports to be created automatically and delivered via e-mail to certain users every morning. For such reports, you will pass in certain parameters such as country codes and the beginning and ending dates.

Solution: Since Power View does not support scheduled rendering and delivery of reports or parameter passing, SSRS is the reporting tool to use in this situation. In fact, this is what SSRS excels at thanks to the sophisticated subscription feature. This feature allows you to register with a publisher to get any report on a scheduled/reoccurring basis. A subscription includes parameters and a recipient list, rendering format, delivery schedule, and delivery method.
There are two types of subscriptions: standard subscription and data-driven subscription. With a standard subscription, report parameters are provided at the time of subscription and cannot be changed at runtime. A data-driven subscription allows parameter values to be returned from a query during the execution of the report.

**Scenario 2**
You need to create a report but are not sure what you want it to look like. Also, you want to explore the data and build a report on the fly.

**Solution:** Power View is ideal for users who don't know up front how they will combine and analyze the data. Moreover, they don't know what question to ask. Instead, they want to discover the meaning in the data and slice and dice the data. Power View's main purpose is just that type of ad hoc situation, whereas SSRS requires you to have a clear idea of what the report should look like and what data should be used.

**Scenario 3**
You need to create a simple report quickly.

**Solution:** While SSRS was originally created for technical users (developers), it has evolved into a more self-service tool for power business users. However, it still has a steep learning curve. On the other hand, Power View is very easy to use and extremely intuitive. Although you may sacrifice certain features by using Power View, you can generate a report very quickly, even if you have never used Power View before.

**Scenario 4**
You want to generate a report that has a list of all the orders from the last week.

**Solution:** SSRS is the tool that you use when generating a report that contains details at the lowest grain, such as a list of orders or a customer list. Power View can generate details but is much more suited for viewing higher-level summaries of data.
Scenario 5
You need to export your reports to Microsoft Word.

Solution: SSRS allows you to export to Microsoft Word, whereas Power View does not. Power View in Excel 2013 exports to PDF, Excel, XML, HTML, and comma delimited text file. In the SharePoint version of Power View, it can only export to PowerPoint. With SSRS, you can export to PDF, Excel, XML, comma delimited text file, TIFF image, HTML, and Microsoft Word formats.

Scenario 6
You want to create a report where you can perform a drill-down and drill-through of various summaries of the data.

Solution: Drill-down allows you to go from a general view of the data to a more specific one at the click of a mouse (for example, going from the sales of a state to sales of the cities in that state). A drill-through action allows you to jump to another report that is relevant to the data being analyzed in the current report, also at the click of a mouse (that is, going from showing sales by state in a tabular form to sales by state in a country map). In SSRS, a drill-through requires manually creating a drill-through action in the main report and passing parameters to other reports, which you must create. For drill-down, you must manually define the groups and detail rows or columns and then hide them, which are then accessed with a plus sign that the user clicks on. However, these can be time-consuming tasks that require a lot of coding. In Power View, it is much easier: drill-down requires you to create a hierarchy and add it to a report or create a matrix report and enable drilling down on rows. There is no additional coding as drill-down support is performed automatically; drilling down is just a matter of double-clicking on the row or column you want to drill into. Drill-through is done in Power View by simply clicking on the various chart types in the Switch Visualization section of the design ribbon and the chart is automatically changed.

Scenario 7
You need to do a lot of chart formatting for your report.

Solution: SSRS allows you to have finely detailed control over many of the individual elements in any chart you want to display. While in Power View, there is a very limited number of customization options. So while it is much quicker to build a chart in Power View than in SSRS, if you need a lot of customization for your chart, SSRS is the tool to use.
Scenario 8
You need to create a map, display data on it, and create lot customizations for the map and the data.

Solution: SSRS and Power View both include mapping capabilities. But like the previous answer in which SSRS allows for more customization of charts than Power View, SSRS also allows for much greater customization of the maps. So if you need to create a map quickly and don't need much customization, go with Power View. But if you need a lot of customizations of the map, go with SSRS.

Scenario 9
You want to create a report that animates the progression of data over time.

Solution: SSRS does not have an option that supports this, but Power View does. It accomplishes this through scatter and bubble charts. To view changes in data over time in Power View, add a time dimension to the scatter and bubble charts and a play axis. When you click on the play button, the bubbles travel, grow, and shrink to show how the values change based on the play axis.

Scenario 10
You want to integrate the report with other custom applications.

Solution: SSRS is an open and extensible reporting platform that provides developers with a large set of APIs for developing solutions. There are three options when integrating SSRS into custom applications: the Report Server Web service (also known as the Reporting Services SOAP API), the ReportViewer control for Microsoft Visual Studio, and URL access. Power View has no such option for integrating the reports with applications, other than embedding a Power View report into an HTML frame. Moreover, there is little control over sizing and toolbar options.

Scenario 11
You want to create a dashboard.

Solution: You can create dashboards in both products. With Power View, you can quickly create a very slick-looking dashboard that has a lot of visual impact; however, the customization of the dashboard is limited. With SSRS, there are more customizations when creating a dashboard, but the dashboards won't look nearly as slick as Power View, and it could take a lot of coding to obtain the same functionality that you have with Power View; this is especially the case if you want to have a lot of interactivity.
Scenario 12
You want to create monthly management reports that are mostly static and want users to be able to subscribe to these reports.

**Solution:** SSRS is the perfect choice for this situation. It excels in allowing you to create mostly static reports, where you just have a few filtering options. Also, users can easily subscribe to any report and choose when and how they want the report delivered. On the other hand, Power View is geared more toward non-static, heavily interactive types of reports and does not have an option to subscribe to them.

Scenario 13
Your manager wants you to dig into the data and find out why a particular store is underperforming. You are trying to answer a single, specific business question.

**Solution:** A typical scenario is that a manager sees a SSRS report that indicates a trouble spot, such as a store that is underperforming, based on some predefined threshold. The SSRS report has no ability to slice and dice the report to find out what is causing the store to underperform, so the manager asks you to try and find out why. This is where Power View comes into the picture. It's the perfect tool to pull in data for the underperforming store and slice and dice it to find out the underlying issue. Maybe when you dig into the details, you will find it's a particular product that is the problem and action can be taken to improve the sales of that one product.

Summary
In this chapter, we learned the difference between standard reporting and self-service reporting and how SSRS is ideal for the former and Power View for the latter. We got a brief overview of these two products and the data sources they use, and discussed Power View's limitations, which prevent it from being the tool used for all reporting. Finally, we saw certain reporting scenarios and discussed the best tool to use and why.

In the next chapter, we will start using SSRS and cover it in more detail.
SSRS – Standard Reporting

**SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS)** is Microsoft's primary technology for delivering standard reports. As mentioned in the previous chapter, these types of reports typically contain a well-defined output that is known and developed by a member of the IT department ahead of time and delivered on a recurring basis to facilitate the regular daily, weekly, and even monthly decision-making needs of the business.

One of the great capabilities of SSRS is the fine-grained control it allows users over visualizations, layout, parameterization, and extensibility, providing for a level of customization that simply can’t be matched by any other reporting tool in the Microsoft stack. In fact, it is this ability of control and customization that also makes SSRS well suited for the development and delivery of complex dashboards and scorecards, even though there are arguably more suitable tools (for example, PerformancePoint) for this purpose when requirements are more basic.

At the same time, such a great level of control comes with the cost of a higher-than-necessary development effort and, therefore, can often be viewed as an impediment to the delivery of information to the business. SSRS, despite having been marketed in the past as a self-service reporting tool via Report Builder, requires an IT skill set to develop all but the most basic reports. It is for this very reason that we have seen the rise of self-service reporting tools over the last few years.

In this chapter, we'll cover the main features and functionalities offered in SQL Server Reporting Services 2012, including a breakdown of report components, development experience, extensibility, and security. By the end of the chapter, readers should have an understanding of the capabilities offered in SQL Server Reporting Services.
Primary components of a report

Before diving into all the cool features and functionalities offered by SSRS, it is important to have a basic understanding of the primary components that make up an SSRS report as well as a mental model of how these components work together to deliver information to the business; which is, after all, the entire purpose of standard reporting.

The primary components of an SSRS report are as follows:

- Data source
- Dataset
- Report item

The following diagram shows how data flows from the source system through these components and out to the end user:

![Flow of data through primary report components]

Data source

A data source is typically the first object created while building an SSRS report and contains all the information necessary to make a connection to a source system. The source system could be a SQL Server database, Analysis Services cube, a SharePoint list, or some other type of business application database such as Oracle.

While most reports typically pull data from a single data source, it is possible to pull data from multiple sources. In fact, a single report can be based on multiple data sources and multiple datasets. The following screenshot shows the full list of data sources that can be used with SSRS 2012 right out of the box:
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Full list of available data sources

Data sources use credentials to authenticate with the source system. Credentials can be stored with the data source or determined at runtime. Some Reporting Services features, such as subscriptions and snapshots, require a data source with stored credentials. We will cover credentials in more detail toward the end of this chapter in the section on security.

There are two types of data sources: shared and embedded. A shared data source exists as a standalone object outside of the SSRS report and can be reused and referenced by multiple SSRS reports. An embedded data source is specific to a single SSRS report. If you open an SSRS report file in a text editor, you can find a section (shown in the following screenshot) that contains the details of all the data sources included in the report. Notice that the snippet for the shared data source (DataSource2) only includes the information needed to locate the shared data source object on the report server, while the snippet for the embedded data source includes a connection properties section with all the information needed to connect to the source system.

XML code of SSRS report showing references to embedded dataset (top) and shared dataset (bottom)
One of the main benefits of using a shared data source is that it makes managing changes easier. This is especially true for large organizations, where you may have hundreds of reports based on the same relational source system. Imagine the headache and effort required to update the connection details for all of those reports if the source system is migrated to a new server. However, there are certain scenarios where an embedded data source is the only option. One example where the data source must be embedded is when you want to use an expression to dynamically control the destination of a data source object. Expressions will be covered later in this chapter.

**Dataset**

A dataset is best thought of as a two-dimensional table structure based on the results of a query that has been executed against a report data source such as that displayed in the following screenshot:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Calendar Year</th>
<th>Month of Year</th>
<th>Total Sales Amount</th>
<th>Total Product Cost</th>
<th>Total Profit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessories CY 2007</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>$34,468.20</td>
<td>$3,411.13</td>
<td>$9,057.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessories CY 2007</td>
<td>August</td>
<td>$52,105.61</td>
<td>$19,469.26</td>
<td>$32,587.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessories CY 2007</td>
<td>September</td>
<td>$52,149.72</td>
<td>$19,504.08</td>
<td>$32,645.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessories CY 2007</td>
<td>October</td>
<td>$54,595.17</td>
<td>$20,418.68</td>
<td>$34,176.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessories CY 2007</td>
<td>November</td>
<td>$54,832.62</td>
<td>$20,507.27</td>
<td>$34,325.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessories CY 2007</td>
<td>December</td>
<td>$65,667.99</td>
<td>$24,537.50</td>
<td>$41,070.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessories CY 2008</td>
<td>February</td>
<td>$56,995.90</td>
<td>$21,316.57</td>
<td>$35,679.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessories CY 2008</td>
<td>March</td>
<td>$60,097.80</td>
<td>$22,476.68</td>
<td>$37,621.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessories CY 2008</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>$62,678.58</td>
<td>$23,640.06</td>
<td>$39,238.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessories CY 2008</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>$71,880.47</td>
<td>$26,683.41</td>
<td>$44,997.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessories CY 2008</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>$65,260.93</td>
<td>$24,355.26</td>
<td>$40,815.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessories CY 2008</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>$23,744.64</td>
<td>$12,620.55</td>
<td>$21,124.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Report dataset
This is not meant to imply that the results of the query are materialized in a physical structure, although that is an option if caching is configured.

Caching the result set of a query may seem wasteful. However, when viewed from a more holistic perspective, the benefits can be substantial. Given the nature of standard reporting—where the same reports are being run by large numbers of users—the ability to cache the data retrieved from the source system can provide considerable performance gains and greatly reduce the load placed on the source system. We'll cover this topic in more detail later in the chapter.

While creating a dataset, the developer first chooses the data source, which can be a shared data source referenced by the report or an embedded data source created and contained within the report. Once the data source has been selected, a query is created—the results of which will be made available as a two-dimensional structure—like the one in the preceding screenshot, which can then be consumed by the various report items.

It is important to understand that the use of the word "query" in the preceding paragraph is in the most general sense. The type of query is completely dependent on the data source. For example, if the data source is a relational database, the query could be a standard SQL select statement, or it could be the result set from a stored procedure. On the other hand, if the data source is an Analysis Services database, the query could be an MDX query (for a multidimensional cube), a DMX query (for a data mining model), or even a DAX query (for a tabular model that is new to SQL Server 2012).

Dataset queries can be entered manually as text or constructed using the graphical query designer shown in the following screenshot. The graphical query designer is helpful when the report author is not very familiar with the query language. However, report authors who are more proficient in the query language are likely to prefer the manual entry method or a combination of the two.
Though not a requirement, when the data source is a relational database, it is considered good practice to use a stored procedure to retrieve data for the dataset instead of a query embedded in the report. This offers an additional layer of encapsulation that comes in handy if/when minor changes are required at a later point in time. There may also be potential performance benefits through query parameterization and planned cache reuse on the source system, although thorough testing is the only way to be sure.

The **Query Designer** window is as follows:

![Graphical query designer used to help construct SQL queries for datasets](image)

Just as with the data source component, a dataset component can be shared or embedded. A shared dataset exists as a standalone object and can be referenced by multiple reports, while an embedded dataset is specific to a single report. A shared dataset cannot be based on an embedded data source; it must be based on a shared data source.
Datasets can be filtered to limit the data displayed on a report. However, it is typically better to push the filter down into the query defined in the dataset. This will maximize performance by only retrieving data from the source that needs to be displayed in the report. When the filter is applied to the dataset itself, all the data is retrieved from the data source and pulled into the dataset object, after which the filter is applied before data is consumed by the various report items.

**Report items**

Report items refer to the visual items that are placed directly on the report (referred to as the report body during authoring) that display information to the user. A report item can be a table, chart, gauge, map, or any of a number of different items.

Just as a dataset is linked to a specific data source, a report item is linked to a specific dataset. Looking at it from the other direction, many report items can be linked to the same dataset just as many datasets can be linked to the same data source. The following diagram helps you to visualize the cascading one-to-many relationship between these primary report components:

![Diagram of data source, dataset, and report item relationships](image)

Relationship between primary report components

Report items can also be shared just like datasets and data sources. Shared report items, referred to as **report parts** can be based on either a shared dataset or an embedded dataset. When based on an embedded dataset, the dataset is wrapped up with the shared report part as a single unit and made available to other report developers. By creating shared report parts and reusing existing ones, the speed of report authoring can be greatly increased.
Report items can be published to Report Server as report parts. Report authors using Report Builder to create new reports can save time by leveraging the existing report parts instead of recreating them in each report.

The extended use and administration of shared report parts is a bit more complex than shared datasets and shared data sources, and outside the scope of this book. Please check out the following TechNet article for more information: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee633670.aspx

The following is a list of the report items available right out of the box with SSRS 2012 along with basic descriptions of each:

- **Textbox**: This is a basic freeform text object that can be placed anywhere on the report body as well as the header and footer areas. The text value displayed can be static or the result of an expression.
- **Line**: This is just a graphic for aesthetic purposes.
- **Table**: This is one of the primary report items most commonly used to display data from a dataset in the standard two-dimensional table format. Cells of the table typically contain text but can also contain a variety of other report items, such as data bars, sparklines, charts, and many others.
- **Matrix**: This report item is based on the same underlying structure as a table except that it comes with a row group and column group already defined. Use this component when you want to display data pivoted on columns as with crosstab reports.

Table and matrix report items are based on the same underlying structure, which is known as the **tablix**. A table is a tablix without row/column groups, while a matrix is a tablix with row/column groups. See the following screenshot for an example of the differences while displaying data in a table (left) versus a matrix (right).
Example of the differences when displaying data in a table (left) versus a matrix (right)

- **Rectangle**: This report item is a container used for grouping sets of report components placed within them. The group of report components can then be published to the report server as a single shared report part that can be reused in other reports. Rectangles can also be placed inside other report components such as the cells of a table.

- **List**: This report item, like the table and the matrix, is based on the underlying tablix data structure. The difference is that a list is used to create repeating areas in which additional report components can be placed in order to create what is known as a free-form report.

- **Image**: This report item is used to display a graphic, such as a company logo or product picture on the report. The image can be embedded in the report, but it is more common to have the image stored as a separate item on the report server, in a database, or somewhere out on the Web and then referenced from the report and displayed at runtime.

- **Subreport**: This report item is used to display the contents of another report (from the same report server) within the main report. The primary purpose of this report component is to promote encapsulation of information and reuse of existing development. However, from a performance perspective, it is typically a better idea to use the Nested Data Region design pattern, which you can read about in the following TechNet article: [http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd207033.aspx](http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd207033.aspx).
- **Chart**: This report item is used to provide a visual representation of the data in a report. The various types of charts available out of the box are shown in the following screenshot:
• **Gauge**: This report item is typically used to visualize **Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)** on a report. As you can see in the following screenshot, there are quite a few options available:

![Options for gauge report item](image-url)
A KPI is a type of metric consisting of three to four measures that together provide information on how well the business is progressing towards a goal. These are very common in Business Intelligence dashboards or summary reports.

The following is a list of the measures that make up a KPI metric:

- **Value**: This is the current value of the metric.
- **Target**: This is the goal value.
- **Status**: This is the value that provides context between the Value and Target measures. This is typically defined as a breakdown of ranges corresponding to bad (red), ok (yellow), and good (green).
- **Trend**: This is the current trajectory based on recent history (optional).

- **Map**: This report item provides the ability to visualize information in a spatial or geographical context. There are typically two types of data involved with the map report item: spatial and analytical. Spatial data is required and provides the coordinates for layout. Analytical data is optional and provides the business measures or metrics.

Example of map report item

- **Data bar**: This report item is typically used in conjunction with a table or matrix report item and is good for visualizing the relative strength/weakness of a metric or measure across a group of business entities such as sales territories.
• **Sparkline**: This report item is similar to the data bar in the way it is used in conjunction with a table or matrix report item. However, the sparkline is more appropriate than the data bar to visualize trends or business measures over time.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>YTD Total</th>
<th>YTD Trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>$3,033,784</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>$2,858,512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>$1,268,249</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>$1,658,406</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>$1,026,325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>$635,784</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

• **Indicator**: This is like the data bar and sparkline; this report item is commonly used in conjunction with a table or matrix and is used to visualize the status (and trend) of a business metric or KPI.

Options for indicator report items
In addition to the objects listed earlier, there are custom report items that you can obtain from third-party sources if the visualization required is not offered out of the box.

Choosing the correct report item depends heavily on the type of information you are trying to convey to the user. There is an entire field called DataViz, or Data Visualization, focused on optimizing this piece of the puzzle.

Additional components of a report
A basic report can be created from just the primary components (data source, dataset, and report items) discussed in the previous section. However, in practice, there are a few other objects used to make reports more useful and flexible for business users.

Report parameters
Parameters provide users with control over the behavior of a report at runtime. The most common use of parameters is in conjunction with a dataset to filter the results returned by the query. This can add a great deal of flexibility to reports. For example, instead of developing a separate report for each of the company’s six sales territories, a single report could be created with a sales territory parameter that allows the user to choose the sales territory or subset of sales territories that they want data displayed for at runtime.

Parameter values can also be accessed in expressions (which will be discussed in the next section) allowing the user to provide input that is then used to set various properties at runtime. For example, a report parameter could be used to control the color scheme of a report or the visibility of a report item such as a chart.
The following is a screenshot of the general page when creating a report parameter:

Let us have a look at these parameters:

- The area numbered 1 is **Name**. This is the name of the parameter that is used to reference the parameter from other objects in the report.
- The area numbered 2 is **Prompt**. This is the string that will be displayed to the user at runtime; it should be descriptive and intuitive.
- The area numbered 3 is **Data type**. This defines the type of data contained in the parameter value. Possible values include **Text**, **Boolean**, **Date/Time**, **Integer**, and **Float**.
- The area numbered 4 is **Allow blank value (" ")**. This defines whether a parameter value can be left blank or not.
- The area numbered 5 is **Allow null value**. This defines whether a parameter value can be set to null.
The most common use for the **Allow blank value** and **Allow null value** options is when you want to make a parameter optional. Don't forget to handle the blank/null value scenarios if this parameter is referenced in the dataset query.

- The area numbered 6 is **Allow multiple values**. This property defines whether or not the parameter can contain multiple values. For example, enabling the user to run the report for a group of sales territories at the same time as opposed to a single sales territory.
- The area numbered 7 is **Select parameter visibility**. This section defines the visibility of the parameter. The following is a breakdown of the three options:
  - **Visible**: This parameter is visible to the user and can be manually set at runtime. This is the most common option for parameter visibility.
  - **Hidden**: This parameter is not visible to the user, but it can be set at runtime via the URL used to access the report on the report server.
  - **Internal**: This parameter is not visible to the user and cannot be set at runtime via the URL used to access the report on the report server. This is the least common parameter visibility option and is typically reserved for complex scenarios where, for example, the .NET report viewer control is embedded in a custom application to display reports to the user.

Parameters can be configured with a list of available values, which improves user experience. For example, when running a product detail report, instead of the user having to remember the exact name and spelling of the target product, a dataset can be created to retrieve a complete list of products from a relational database or SharePoint list. This dataset can then be tied to the report parameter and used to pre-populate the list of available values. The user can then select the target product from the list at runtime.

Parameters can also be configured with default values. If a default value is not supplied ahead of time, the report user must enter a value (or select a value from the list of available values) before the report can be executed. If default values have been defined for all parameters, then the report will begin executing immediately upon opening.
Expressions

Expressions are snippets of custom logic that greatly enhance the report development process by providing a mechanism for developers to control nearly every aspect of a report. The pervasiveness of expressions throughout the report and all its underlying components is perhaps the number one factor in making SSRS the most customizable reporting technology in the Microsoft BI stack.

Expressions are written in Microsoft Visual Basic and can access context-specific constants, parameters, dataset values, common functions, and custom code in order to build the required logic. For example, the following screenshot shows an expression that controls the background color of the cells in a table based on the values of a field in the associated dataset:

Example of an expression to control the background color of cell
The effects of the expression from the preceding screenshot can be seen in the following screenshot:

![Result of the expression controlling the background fill color](image)

**Actions**

Actions are used to add additional interactivity and functionality to the user experience by allowing the report developer to define events that take place when users click on certain objects or areas displayed on a report. Actions can be defined on a variety of report items such as a textbox or cells in a matrix or table. They can also be defined on most charts and visual objects, such as data bars, gauges, and maps.

To configure an action, simply right-click on an object in the report, and select **Properties**. If actions can be configured on the object, then there will be an **Action** page such as the one shown in the following screenshot:

![Action page of Text Box properties dialog box](image)
There are three main types of actions that can be defined:

- **Go to report**: This action type allows the developer to define a separate report to display to the user when they click on the object that this action has been defined for. When creating this type of action, the developer must specify a report on the same report server and has the options of specifying parameter values to be passed to the target report. The *Go to report* action is most commonly used to build drill-through capabilities where a user starts out viewing a high-level summary report and then navigates to a detailed report by clicking on a specific object or field.

- **Go to bookmark**: This type of action allows the report user to navigate to a predefined bookmark within the same report when they click on the object that the action has been defined for. This action type is typically only used in longer reports made up of multiple logical sections and prevents users from having to scroll through many pages to get to the section of interest.

- **Go to URL**: This type of action allows the developer to define an URL that is displayed in the report user’s default browser when they click on the object that the action has been defined for. For example, in a product detail report, a *Go to URL* action might be defined that when clicked, brings up the product specification page from the company’s inventory website.

Parameters, Expressions, and Actions can be combined to create some really cool interactivity and a great user experience. For example, you might create a *Go to report* action on the bars of a bar chart and configure the target report to be determined based on the evaluation of an expression, which uses the value selected for a report parameter at runtime. This would allow the user to have control over the drill-through path when exploring complex hierarchies and relationships.

## Custom code

Custom code is a feature used to encapsulate complex logic so that it can be easily reused in expressions throughout a report or across multiple reports. Another popular use of custom code is to create a custom color scheme. Custom code comes in two flavors: embedded or external.

Embedded custom code is manually entered into the custom code box found on the *Code* page of the *Report Properties* window (which is shown in the next figure) and is ideal for scenarios where the logic is only needed in a few reports. The code must be written in Visual Basic but can access external libraries as long as they are added to the references page of the *Report Properties* window.
On the other hand, if there are many reports that need access to this logic, it is better to go with External custom code. External custom code is created outside of the report—usually in a separate Visual Studio project—and deployed to the report server. The .NET assembly (*.dll file) is then linked on the references page of the Report Properties window. Now, when a change needs to be made to existing logic, it can be made in a single place instead of having to open and update every report. Another point worth mentioning is that external code can be written in any .NET language.

Example of embedded custom code

Report development environment
There are two primary tools for report authors to use in creating SSRS reports: Report Builder and Report Designer.

- **Report Builder**: This is a standalone application offering a simplistic design experience and targeted at power users. This tool provides a familiar office-ribbon user interface and provides a wizard to guide the report author through the various report development tasks. It can also be used to easily edit existing reports that have been deployed to the report server.

- **Report Designer**: This is a fully featured report authoring tool based on Visual Studio and targeted at IT developers. Compared to Report Builder, this tool offers a much more manual development experience but can prove to be overly complicated for typical power users.
Feature-wise there is little difference between these two tools other than the ability to consume Shared Report Parts. Report Builder can be used to create and consume Shared Report Parts, while Report Designer can only be used to create and publish Shared Report Parts. However, from a development perspective, when you need to churn out a bunch of reports or when there are complex development scenarios (for example, subreports, drill-through requirements, and so on), it is usually easier to work in Report Designer.

Server features and functionality

SQL Server Reporting Services is a server-based reporting system with an application layer responsible for the authentication, processing, rendering, and delivery of reports to users. Depending on the installation mode, the application layer might also be responsible for the security of reporting-related objects stored on the server such as reports, shared data sources, shared datasets, and shared report parts.

In addition to the items described below, which are fairly standard across most enterprise-level standard reporting systems, Reporting Services also includes a number of other features that provide substantial gains in performance and user experience. These features include items such as subscriptions, caching, and snapshots, as well as a new feature known as data driven alerts.

In the rest of this section, we will explore the primary server-level features and functionality offered by the SQL Server Reporting Services.

Choosing an installation mode – SharePoint Integrated versus Native

While planning a SQL Server Reporting Services installation, you will need to choose between the Native and SharePoint Integrated modes. The report authoring and consumption experience is nearly identical between the two modes—and so the decision typically comes down to whether or not you already have an existing SharePoint farm or are planning to deploy one.

- **Native**: When this mode selected, a standalone web application is installed and provides a user interface to manage the configuration of the report server, folder and report settings, and security access controls. Users will typically access reports directly through the standalone report server.

- **SharePoint Integrated**: When this mode selected, the entire configuration, security access controls, and report rendering is managed through SharePoint. Users will typically access reports through SharePoint sites and document libraries.
SSRS – Standard Reporting

From a feature perspective, there are only a few differences between Native and SharePoint Integrated mode. For example, Data Alerts are only available in SharePoint Integrated mode, while My Reports and Linked Reports are only available in Native mode. Each of these features will be discussed in more detail later in the chapter.


Scheduling

When it comes to standard reporting in general, the ability to schedule reports has become a ubiquitous feature in nearly all enterprise-level solutions; SQL Server Reporting Services is no exception. In the context of Reporting Services, a schedule is simply a request to automatically run a report at some point in the future. While a schedule is most commonly configured to execute on a regular, recurring basis, it can also be configured to execute a report just once and never again.

Reports can be associated with multiple schedules. For example, a report might be configured to run every weekday at 8 am (schedule 1) as well as every Sunday night at 10 pm (schedule 2).

Scheduling is available in both SharePoint Integrated and Native modes and comes in two forms: custom and shared. A custom schedule is a schedule created for a specific report and cannot be used by other reports on the report server. A shared schedule is a standalone, server-level object defined by a power user or administrator and can be used by multiple reports on the report server.

One major requirement associated with scheduling is that the report must be configured to use either stored credentials or no credentials. Windows integrated security is not an option since the schedule is not associated with a user account, which can cause problems when trying to deal with dynamic data security.

The following screenshot shows the interface for creating a schedule on a report server installed in Native mode. The interface is similar in SharePoint Integrated mode:
There are three main uses for schedules in SSRS, which we will explore in the rest of this section:

- Subscriptions
- Snapshots
- Caching

One important distinction between these three items is that the first one is a business process enhancement, while the second and third items are performance enhancement techniques.

**Subscriptions**

A subscription defines the execution and delivery of a report on a schedule. For example, a user might define a subscription to have a daily report executed each morning and delivered to their e-mail inbox so that they can review the information when they get into the office. This capability saves the business a lot of time because users are not required to manually navigate to the report server and run the reports every time they need to review the information to see how some aspect of the business is doing.
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The following screenshot shows an example of a subscription to a daily sales report that runs every morning at 6 am and creates a PDF copy of the report on a network share; if the report contained parameters, values would need to be supplied at the time the subscription was created:

![Subscription Example](image)

There are four main report delivery options, and these define how the server should handle the results after executing the report.

- **Email**: Upon executing this option, the results are e-mailed to the recipient(s) in the form of a link to the report on the server or a physical file for offline viewing. A single subscription can be configured to e-mail multiple recipients.

- **Network File Share**: Upon executing this option, the report will be saved to the specified network file share for viewing in one of the available offline file formats.

- **SharePoint Document**: Upon executing this option, the report will be added to the specified SharePoint document library in one of the available offline file formats. This option is only available for report server installed in the SharePoint Integrated mode.
• **Null Delivery Provider**: This option is only used to preload the cache, which we'll cover later on in this chapter.

The following screenshot shows a list of the offline file formats available with Reporting Services 2012. For more information about these file formats, please see the following TechNet article at [http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms154606.aspx](http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms154606.aspx).

Subscriptions can be standard or data-driven. For standard subscriptions, all of the input parameters for the report (for example, **Sales Territory** and **Fiscal Period**) and the subscription (for example, recipient e-mail addresses and delivery file format) must be known and supplied at the time the subscription is created. With data-driven subscriptions, the values for parameters and delivery information are queried from a relational source when the schedule executes. This makes data-driven subscriptions ideally suited for delivering popular reports to a large list of recipients in a variety of formats with different runtime parameter values—especially if the list of recipients changes frequently.

While data-driven subscriptions offer a great deal of flexibility, they can be a bit complex to create and configure properly. Therefore, this task is usually taken on by a small handful of power users or members of the IT department.

**Report snapshots**

The purpose of a snapshot is to reduce the load on the source system(s) and to reduce the time a report consumer waits for a long-running report to execute on demand. The basic idea is that a report is executed at some point in time, prior to when it is actually needed by the business. A copy of the execution results is stored as a snapshot on the report server. Then, at some point in the future, when users execute the same report, the request is satisfied from the existing snapshot instead of having to reprocess the entire report, which would involve sending another query to the source system(s) and processing the results again.
There is a tradeoff, however, for this performance gain. The data in a report generated from a snapshot will be stale; if the data in the source system(s) has changed since the snapshot was taken, the reports executed by the users that were satisfied by the snapshot will not contain the most recent changes. This is typically not a problem for summary reports or historical reports generated from a data warehouse. However, it could definitely be a problem if the purpose of the report is to provide up-to-the-minute information on a production line.

Enabling snapshots is done on a report-by-report basis. The first step is to change the Processing Options screen from the default setting of **Always run this report with the most recent data** to **Render this report from a report snapshot**. The next step is to actually create a snapshot, which can be done manually or on a schedule, though typically they are created and updated on a recurring schedule. The following screenshot is what the Processing Options screen should look like once both of these steps have been completed:

![Processing Options](image-url)
Before a snapshot can be created for a parameterized report, all parameters must be assigned default values. As long as users run the report using the default parameters, the request will be satisfied from the snapshot. However, if the users change the report parameters from the default values, utilization of the snapshot depends on how the parameter is used in the report. If the parameter is used in the dataset query to filter the results retrieved from the source system, the report will not be generated from the snapshot. However, if the parameter is used outside of the query to filter the dataset after all data has been retrieved from the source system, then the report will be generated from the snapshot. This makes sense because the snapshot is essentially storing the query results to avoid having to go back to the source system for different data, which is where the performance gains come from. Bottom line: as long as the query results don't change as a result of the parameter values, the snapshot will be utilized.

The following screenshot shows a simple table to help understand when a snapshot will be used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Used In Query</th>
<th>Default Parameter Values</th>
<th>Non-Default Parameter Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not Used In Query</td>
<td>Snapshot</td>
<td>Snapshot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used In Query</td>
<td>Snapshot</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A good use case for snapshots is period-end reports. These types of reports often deal with large amounts of data and can take a considerable amount of time to run. They are also characterized by their large audience of report consumers. Instead of having each user run this report on demand, a snapshot can be scheduled to run after hours as soon as the period ends. Then, when the users come in the next day, all subsequent requests can be satisfied immediately from the snapshot instead of having to wait for the data to be retrieved from the source system.

Snapshots are also a good way to maintain point-in-time views of the business. Building from the previous example of period-end reporting, the scheduled snapshots can be automatically saved in the report history providing a reference for how the business was performing at the end of each period.

Keep in mind that the default retention period for historical snapshots is 10 copies of the report. So if you have a monthly snapshot and need 12 months of historical snapshots, you will need to adjust this setting, which can be done at the server level (if you want it to apply to all reports) or at the individual report level.
Once a report is configured to be rendered from a report snapshot, subscriptions can then be configured to execute every time an updated snapshot is created.

Caching

The caching feature is very similar to snapshots in that it exists as a mechanism to improve report processing performance by keeping a stored copy of the report data and structure from which subsequent requests can be generated without having to go back to the source system. However, there are a few distinct differences you would do well to be aware of.

The main difference is that a cached copy of a report has a configurable lifespan. Once the cached copy of a report expires, the next execution of the report will run in its entirety—sending a query to the source system(s) to return up-to-date information to the user. This ability to control the lifespan of the cached copy of a report allows for a ceiling to be set for the maximum latency of the information contained in the report.

For example, the settings of a report can be configured such that the cached copy expires after 1 hour. During that 1-hour period after the cached copy is created, all executions of that report will be satisfied by the cached copy, and no query will be sent to the data source. After the 1-hour period has elapsed, the next user to execute the report will have to wait while the report is fully executed against the source system(s). That execution becomes the new cached copy from which all subsequent report requests are satisfied for the next hour.

The example scenario from the previous paragraph is not entirely accurate. It does not take into account parameterized reports and runtime parameter values, which is another difference between caching and snapshots. If you recall from the previous section, snapshots can only be created using the default parameter values. On the other hand, when caching is enabled, a separate cached copy of the report will be created for every combination of parameter values with which the report is executed. This may or may not be a desirable behavior. For example, if a report is structured such that there are many combinations of parameter values and each combination is typically only executed a few times, then the cached copies will rarely be used to satisfy a report execution request, which means most report executions will issue a query against the source system and users will be forced to wait for a full execution of the report. Furthermore, there is the additional overhead of storing the cached copies of each version of the report with very little benefit.
The two most common methods to expire cached copies of a report are through a recurring schedule or a configurable duration. The third option is to configure a cache refresh plan (shown in the following screenshot), which runs on a recurring schedule and updates the cached copy. The drawback with using cache refresh plans to keep the cached copies updated is that you must create one for every combination of parameters which could add considerable setup and maintenance overhead.

![Cache Refresh Plan: SampleReport1](image)

Example of cache refresh plan


**Data alerts**

Data alerts are a brand new feature in SQL Server Reporting Services 2012 that allows business users to define custom alerts when information contained in a report changes or crosses a configured threshold. As mentioned in the section *Choosing an installation mode – SharePoint Integrated versus Native* earlier, this feature is only available for installations in the SharePoint Integrated mode.
Data alerts remove the need for business users to review a stack of standard reports each day, searching for specific events or conditions that require action or intervention on their part. Instead, business users can simply set up a few data-driven alerts based on customizable rules that match the events or conditions that they are responsible for. When the alert is triggered, an e-mail will be sent to the user with a description of the issue and a link to the report that the alert was generated from. The user can then review the data and take the necessary actions.

The following screenshot shows an example of a data alert being defined for the Sales Amount By Sales Territory report. The alert is configured to check every day to see if there are any Sales Regions in Europe with a sales amount under $1,000,000.

![Example of a data alert](http://sp2013)

The primary components of a data alert are as follows:

- **Report data name**: This is the report item (table, chart, and so on) on which the alert will be based. Users select the report item from a pre-populated drop-down list.

- **Alert name**: This is the name of the alert and should describe the event being monitored.
• **Rule:** This defines the criteria that an alert will be triggered for. The UI provides the ability to define simple or complex rules based on any of the fields available in the underlying dataset for the selected report item. It also takes into account the data types of the fields contained in the dataset in order to provide intuitive options to define the rules. For example, when defining a rule involving a numeric field, the user will see a different set of comparison operators (for example, greater than, less than) than when the rule involves a text/string field.

• **Schedule settings:** This section is where the user configures the frequency at which to evaluate the rule criteria. Start and end dates can also be defined to constrain alert to run only during a relevant time period.

• **Email settings:** This section is where users define the recipient list and details to include in the notification e-mail. Along with the subject and description of the alert, a link to the report that the alert was generated from will all be included in the e-mail message.

Using good naming conventions for report item and data fields during development will make it easier for business users to define data alerts.

The **Data Alert Manager** page shown in the following screenshot can be used to manage existing data alerts. Regular users will only have access to the alerts they create, while site administrators will have access to all alerts created by all users.

Data alerts work by running stripped-down copies of the reports on the recurring interval defined in the alert schedule and evaluating the data returned against the rule criteria. Across an entire user base, the additional load of alerts can be considerable. Therefore, business users should be trained to set appropriate schedules for the data-driven alerts they create. For example, an alert for a weekly sales report does not need to be set to run every minute. In addition to training users on appropriate alert usage, administrators should be reviewing data alerts on a regular basis to ensure the frequencies are appropriately configured.
My Reports (Native mode only)

My Reports is a feature that provides business users with a place on the report server where they can store and manage personalized reports. It is a server-wide setting that is disabled by default. The feature can be enabled by logging in to the Reporting Services instance through SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) and using the server properties shown in the following screenshot:

![SSRS Server properties via SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS)](image)

Once enabled, each user accessing the report server will have a folder named My Reports on the main page of the report server as shown in the preceding screenshot, in which they can create and store reports.
Regular users only have access to their own My Reports folder, while report server administrators will be able to view all folders.

### Linked reports (Native mode only)

A linked report is basically just a shortcut to another report on the report server. Users with appropriate permissions can create linked reports and save them to another folder, such as My Reports, on the report server.

One very useful characteristic of linked reports is that they can have their own configurations—completely separate from the original copy. This means that linked reports can have different default parameters, run on different schedules, have different snapshot or cache configurations, and so on.

### Consuming reports

There are a number of ways for users to consume Reporting Services reports.

### Online

For on-demand scenarios the most common method is to view the reports online using a browser through the reporting services web application, SharePoint site, or through a custom application that interfaces with the report server. Another scenario where users will typically view a report online is with data alerts. When a data alert is triggered, the generated e-mail sent to the user will contain a link to the source report.
Offline

There are plenty of scenarios where users might need to view standard reports in an offline format through applications such as Microsoft Excel or Word. In these cases, users can obtain offline copies of the report in one of two ways. The first way is to view the report online and export a copy of it in one of the offline file formats shown in the following screenshot. The other method to view a report offline is to set up a subscription to execute the report and deliver it to a specified destination such as a network file share, e-mail inbox, or SharePoint document library.

Export options from within report viewer

Data feed

Reporting Services reports can also be consumed as a data feed by other applications that support Atom-compliant data feeds. You can learn more about generating data feeds from reports in the TechNet article at http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee240754.aspx.

Extensibility

SQL Server Reporting Services is a very extensible product that provides a number of interfaces through which custom applications can leverage or expand upon existing features and functionalities. For more detailed information, please refer to the TechNet article at http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb522713.aspx.
Security

Security is a very important part of an enterprise-level standard reporting infrastructure. Reporting Services provides a variety of options and capabilities for securing objects on the report server as well as the information displayed in the reports.

This section discusses security at a high level. For a deeper understanding and a complete list of differences between Reporting Services in the Native and SharePoint Integrated modes from a security perspective, please refer to the section on TechNet at http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb522824.aspx.

Roles and permissions

Access to objects on a report server, such as reports, shared data sources, shared datasets as well as features and functionality such as creating a subscription or a data alert, is controlled through roles. Roles are predefined sets of permissions that can be granted to users or user groups.

Reporting Services comes with a set of standard roles, each of which is defined to target a specific type of user. For example, the Browser role is typically assigned to any user who simply needs to be able to run reports, while the Content Manager role is reserved for power users or report administrators.

You can learn more about the default roles from the following TechNet articles:


In SharePoint Integrated mode, roles are referred to as permission levels, but conceptually they are the same. The following TechNet article contains a comparison of the standard roles between the two different installation modes: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb283182.aspx.
Report server administrators can customize existing roles or create new roles if the default roles do not meet the requirements of your environment. For example, in a SharePoint Integrated mode environment, you may have users who need to be able to view reports and create subscriptions and alerts, but you don't want them to be able to create new reports. This would require a custom role or permission level because the viewer/read permission level does not allow users to create subscriptions or data alerts and the next level up; members/contribute permission level allows users to create reports.

**Securing Report Server objects**

Objects that reside on the report server, such as shared data sources, shared report parts, and reports, are all secured like files on a Windows filesystem. Permissions to access an object can be granted directly on the object, or it can be granted at the folder level giving users access to all objects contained within the folder. These permissions are, of course, granted to the user on the object or folder through roles as we learned in the previous section.

By default, role assignments and permissions are inherited from the top-level down. Say, for example, the *Report Server* folder structure resembles the diagram in the following figure, where a folder named *Reports* is the top level and contains three subfolders (*Finance*, *Sales*, and *Production*). If a user or group is given access to the *Reports* folder at the top level, they will by default have access to reports contained in all three subfolders. If, however, the user or group is only given access to the *Sales* folder, they will only have access to objects in that folder and any subfolders beneath—they will not have access to reports contained in any of the other folders at the same level or above.

Changing the permissions at lower levels will break the chain of inheritance. The following scenario will help to illustrate this effect:

1. Bob is granted the Publisher role on the top-level *Reports* folder.
2. Bob's permissions on the *Finance* folder are changed to Browser.
3. Bob is granted the Report Builder and Content Manager roles on the top-level *Reports* folder.
After item 1, Bob has Publisher rights on the top-level Reports folder and (because of inheritance) he also has publisher rights on the Finance, Sales, and Production subfolders.

After item 2, Bob still has publisher rights on the top-level Reports folder and the Sales and Production subfolders. But now he only has Browser rights on the Finance folder.

After item 3, Bob has Publisher, Report Builder, and Content Manager rights on the top-level Reports folder, as well as the Sales and Production subfolders. On the Finance folder, he still only has browser rights.

If a report references external objects such as a shared data source or shared dataset, then users will need permissions to those items as well—even if they are located in a separate folder.

**Data security**

In addition to controlling server-level capabilities (for example, creating subscriptions and data alerts) and Report Server objects (for example, reports, shared data sources, and shared datasets), Reporting Services also provides several mechanisms for controlling the data displayed in reports—also known as row-level security. A typical scenario would be to limit the data in the daily sales report so that each sales manager can only see data for their territory. Instead of creating multiple reports (one for each sales territory) and managing access to each on the report server (so that each sales manager only has access to the report for his or her territory), we can create a single daily sales report and use dynamic row-level security.

One way to accomplish this is to use the Windows Authentication option for the credentials of the report data source(s). This works by using the credentials of the user running the report to authenticate with the source system. The source system can then extract the username from the connection and use it to filter the results of a query so that only the appropriate data is returned from the source system to the report.

How the username is extracted from the connection to the source system depends on the source system. For example, if the source system is a SQL Server database, then the USER_NAME() function will return a string in the form of DOMAIN\USERNAME. On the other hand, if the source system is an Analysis Services cube, then the USER_NAME() function can be used.
The significant consideration with this method is that certain reporting features (for example, subscriptions) require the data sources to use stored credentials. In this case, the credentials used to connect to the source system will be those of the account stored with the data source—typically a common service credential. The User!UserId function can then be used to obtain the DOMAIN\USERNAME of the user running the report and passed as a parameter in the query against the source system to filter the data according to the user running the report.

**Summary**

In this chapter, we covered the main features and functionalities offered in SQL Server Reporting Services 2012, including a breakdown of report components, development experience, extensibility, and security. By now, readers should have a general understanding of the capabilities offered in SQL Server Reporting Services. In the next chapter, we are going to roll up our sleeves and step into the shoes of a report developer to create a report and deploy it to a report server.
In this chapter, we'll walk through the process of creating a basic SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) report. As we learned in the previous chapter, there are two tools we can use to create SSRS reports: Report Builder and Report Designer. We will be using Report Designer in SQL Server Data Tools (SSDT), which comes with the SQL Server 2012 installation media. After the report is created, we will deploy it to a local report server installed in Native mode.

The development activity in this chapter is broken up into the following sections:

- Creating a Reporting Services project
- Creating a report object
- Creating a shared data source
- Adding reference to the shared data source
- Creating a dataset
- Adding a report item
- Deploying a report project

Prerequisites

Before you start this exercise, you will require the following prerequisites:

- Access to a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Reporting Services report server installed in the Native mode with the appropriate permissions required to deploy reports and shared data sources
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- Access to a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Database Engine instance with the Adventure Works DW 2012 sample database deployed
- SQL Server Data Tools (SSDT) or Visual Studio 2010


Tutorial scenario

In this exercise, you will step into the shoes of an IT developer working at a fictitious bike retailer called Adventure Works. You have been tasked with creating a report for the Internet sales department that will provide information on year-over-year sales trends. After developing the report, you will need to deploy it to the company's existing standalone report server, where it can be accessed by users in the sales department.

Creating a Reporting Services project

Since we are using SQL Server Data Tools (instead of Report Builder) for this exercise, the first step is to create a Reporting Services project:

1. Open SQL Server Data Tools (SSDT).
2. From the menu bar across the top, navigate to File | New | Project.
3. In the New Project window, navigate to Business Intelligence | Reporting Services | Report Server Project.
4. Enter a name and location for the project, and click on OK to create and open the project.
Creating a report object

After creating the project, you are ready to begin building your Reporting Services report as follows:

1. If necessary, open the Report Server Project created in the previous section.
2. In the Solution Explorer window, right-click on the Shared Data Sources folder, choose Add, and then select New Item... to bring up the Add New Item window as shown in the following screenshot.
4. Name the report Sales Summary, and click on Add to finish creating the report item, then add it to the Report Server Project.

![Add New Item dialog box for adding a new report to the Report Server Project](image)

**Creating a shared data source**

Next, you need to create a data source that contains the connection details to the source system that contains the Internet sales data on which you need to report. As you learned in Chapter 2, SSRS – Standard Reporting, there are two types of data sources: shared data sources and embedded data sources. For this exercise, you will create a shared data source pointing to the Adventure Works Sample Data Warehouse database, as follows:

1. In the Solution Explorer window, right-click on the Shared Data Sources folder, and choose Add New Data Source.
2. Name the data source DW AdventureWorks, and confirm that Microsoft SQL Server is selected as the type of data source.
3. Click on the Edit button to bring up the Connection Properties dialog box shown in the following screenshot.
4. For the Server name property, enter the name of the server or SQL Server instance that hosts the source database.
5. In the **Connect to a database** section, select the source database from the drop-down list.

6. Click on the **Test Connection** button to make sure everything has been entered correctly.

7. Click on **OK** to save the changes and return to the **Shared Data Source Properties** window.

8. Select the **Credentials** page on the left to review the credentials used for this data source. Make sure **Use Windows Authentication** is selected and click on **OK** to create the shared data source. Using Windows authentication will ensure that only those users who have been granted access to the source database will have access to the data through this data source:

![Connection Properties dialog box](image-url)
Adding reference to shared data source

At this point, the Sales Summary report and the DW_AdventureWorks shared data source are still two completely separate objects. In order to actually use the shared data source in the report, you need to create a data source reference in the report and point it to the shared data source in our project.

1. Open the Sales Summary report.
2. In the Report Data window, shown in the following screenshot, right-click on the Data Sources folder and select Add Data Source....

![Report Data window in SQL Server Development Tools environment](image)

3. In the General tab of the Data Source Properties window, as shown in the following screenshot, give the data source a name (for example, sds_DW_AdventureWorks), and select Use shared data source reference, as shown in the following screenshot.
4. Next, choose the shared data source created in the previous task from the drop-down menu.
5. Click on the Credentials tab and notice that all options are grayed out. This is because the credentials for shared data sources are controlled at the project level.
6. Click on OK to add the shared data source reference to the report.
Creating a dataset

The next step is to create a dataset. As you can recall from the previous chapter, the dataset is the component that holds the data pulled from source system. Follow these steps to create an embedded dataset to hold the Sales Summary data:

1. In the Report Data window, right-click on the Datasets folder, and select Add Dataset....
2. In the Query tab of the Dataset Properties window, give the dataset a name (for example, ds_SalesSummary), and select the **Use a dataset embedded in my report option**, which allows us to specify the dataset via a query or stored procedure.

3. In the Data source section, select the data source reference (for example, sds_DW_AdventureWorks) from the drop-down list of available data sources in the report.

4. In the Query textbox, enter the following text, and click on OK to finish creating the embedded dataset:

   ```
   SELECT    dd_ord.CalendarYear,
            ,dd_ord.MonthNumberOfYear
            ,dd_ord.EnglishMonthName AS [Month]
            ,SUM(fis.SalesAmount) AS [TotalSalesAmount]
   FROM     dbo.FactInternetSales fis
            INNER JOIN dbo.DimDate dd_ord ON dd_ord.DateKey = fis.OrderDateKey
   GROUP BY dd_ord.CalendarYear,
            ,dd_ord.MonthNumberOfYear
            ,dd_ord.EnglishMonthName
   ```

   Dataset Properties dialog box
Adding a report item

Now that the report contains a data source and a dataset, you are ready to create a report item to display the data in a meaningful way on the report. In this exercise, you will create a line chart to display year-over-year sales trends.

1. Right-click in a blank area of the report body, and navigate to Insert | Chart.
2. Select the first option in the Line section, and click on OK to create a Line Chart report item, as shown in the following screenshot:

![Select Chart Type](image)

3. Click on the chart item that was created on the report body, move it to the upper-left corner of the report canvas, and then drag out the bottom-right corner to make the chart larger.
4. Now, double-click on the chart item that was created on the report canvas; notice the **Chart Data** configuration box that appears to the right. Most report items, such as data bars, spark lines, and gauges, have configuration boxes like the one shown in the following screenshot:

![Chart Data Configuration Box](image)

5. In the **Values** section of the **Chart Data** configuration box, click on the green button (shaped like a plus sign), and select the **TotalSalesAmount** data field from the options listed.

6. In the **Category Groups** section of the **Chart Data** configuration box, click on the drop-down arrow on the right-side of the (Details) item, and select the **Month** data field.

7. Click on the same drop-down arrow from the previous step, and select the **Category Group Properties...** option to bring up the **Category Group Properties** window as shown in the following screenshot:

![Category Group Properties Window](image)
8. Select the **Sorting** tab, change the **Sort by** column from **[Month]** to **[MonthNumberOfYear]**, and click on **OK**. This will keep the months on the x axis sorted in the correct order; otherwise, they will be sorted alphabetically and data for August will appear before February, which is incorrect.

9. In the **Series Groups** section of the **Chart Data** configuration box, click on the green button (shaped like a plus sign), and select the **CalendarYear** data field from the options listed. This will separate the lines on the chart by year allowing the business users to compare year-over-year trends.

10. Right-click on the y axis label and uncheck the **Show Axis Title** option to remove it from the display.

11. Do the same with the x axis label.

12. Click on the chart title and change the title from **Chart Title** to **Year over Year – Sales Amount**.
13. The report should now resemble the one in the following screenshot:

![Graph](image)

14. Right-click one of the numbers along the y axis, and select **Vertical Axis Properties...** to bring up the **Vertical Axis Properties** window.

15. In the **Number** tab, change the **Category** value from **Default** to **Currency**.

16. Change the number of decimal places from **2** to **0**, and select the checkbox **Use 1000 separator (,)**, as shown in the following screenshot:

![Vertical Axis Properties Window](image)

Number page of Vertical Axis Properties dialog box
17. Click on OK to save the changes.
18. Click on one of the months along the x axis, and select Horizontal Axis Properties... to bring up the Horizontal Axis Properties window.
19. In the Axis Options tab, change the value for Interval from Auto to 1 and click on OK. This will force every month value to be displayed on the x axis.
20. Right-click on a blank space in the chart and select Chart Properties... to bring up the Chart Properties window.
21. In the Border tab, click on the button above None in the Presets section and click on OK to remove the border from the chart.
22. At the top of the report canvas, click on the Preview tab (to the right of the Design tab) to run the report within SQL Server Data Tools. Your report should resemble the one in the following screenshot:

![Sales Summary Chart](image)
Deploying a report project

Now that the report has been developed and you are satisfied with the results in SSDT, it is time to deploy the report project. In this exercise, you will be deploying the report to a standalone report server installed in the Native mode. The process for deploying a report to a report server installed in SharePoint integrated mode is nearly identical; the only difference is the URLs used in the deployment configuration section of the Report Server Project.

1. In the Solution Explorer window (on the far right-hand side of the screen), right-click on the name of the project (for example, Sales Report Project), and select Properties to bring up the Sales Report Project Property Pages window, as shown in the following screenshot:

![Sales Report Property Pages dialog box to configure deployment properties](image)

2. The deployment section (shown in the preceding screenshot) contains several properties that control the deployment destination of the objects in the project. These properties are listed along with a brief description as follows:

   - **OverwriteDatasets**: This property controls whether or not to overwrite the one already deployed if the project contains a shared dataset with the same name as one already deployed to the report server.
° **OverwriteDataSources**: This property controls whether or not to overwrite the one already deployed if the project contains a shared data source with the same name as one already deployed to the report server.

° **TargetDatasetFolder**: This property controls the name of the folder where shared datasets contained in project will be deployed.

° **TargetDataSourceFolder**: This property controls the name of the folder where shared data sources contained in project will be deployed.

° **TargetReportFolder**: This property controls the name of the folder where report files contained in project will be deployed.

° **TargetReportPartFolder**: This property controls the name of the folder where shared report parts contained in project will be deployed.

For all of the previous properties defining folder locations, if the folder does not already exist, a new one will be created.

° **TargetServerURL**: This property contains the URL of the report server and servers as the base path for all of the *Folder properties listed earlier. While deploying to a report server installed in the SharePoint Integrated mode, this URL will point to the SharePoint site.

° **TargetServerVersion**: This property contains the version of the report server to which the project will be deployed. While deploying to SQL Server Reporting Services 2012, leave this value at SQL Server 2008 R2 or later.

3. Enter the appropriate value for the **TargetServerURL** property and leave all other deployment properties set to the defaults. In my case, with a default report server installation on the same system that I have used to develop this report, I can simply use the URL `http://localhost/ReportServer`.

4. After clicking on OK to save the changes to the project properties, right-click on the name of the project (for example, **Sales Report Project**) in the Solution Explorer window, and select **Deploy** to deploy all objects in the project to the report server.
5. Now business users can open up a browser and navigate to the report server, where they should see the items that were just deployed (shown in the following screenshot). The shared data source can be found in the Data Sources folder, while the report, Sales Summary, can be found in the Sales Report Project folder.

![Report Server showing new folders created during the deployment process](image)

**Summary**

In this chapter, we stepped into the shoes of a report developer and created a Reporting Services report from start to finish using SQL Server Data Tools. Readers should now be familiar with creating a SQL Server report project consisting of a shared data source and report with a line chart and then deploying it to a standalone report server installed in the Native mode.

In the next chapter, we will switch gears and learn about Power View, a new self-service reporting tool geared more towards business users who wish to create their own reports.
Self-service reporting is when business users have the ability to create personalized reports and analytical queries without requiring the IT department to get involved.

There will be some basic work that the IT department must do, namely creating the various data marts that the reporting tools will use as well as deploying those reporting tools. However, once that is done, IT will be freed of creating reports so that they can work on other tasks. Instead, the people who know the data best—the business users—will be able to build the reports.

Here is a typical scenario that occurs when a self-service reporting solution is not in place: a business user wants a report created, so they fill out a report request that gets routed to IT. The IT department is backlogged with report requests, so it takes them weeks to get back to the user. When they do, they interview the user to get more details about exactly what data the user wants on the report and the look of the report (the business requirements). The IT person may not know the data that well, so they will have to get educated by the user on what the data means. This leads to mistakes in understanding what the user is requesting. The IT person may take away an incorrect assumption of what data the report should contain or how it should look. Then, the IT person goes back and creates the report. A week or so goes by and he shows the user the report. Then, they hear things from the user such as "that is not correct" or "that is not what I meant". The IT person fixes the report and presents it to the user once again. More problems are noticed, fixes are made, and this cycle is repeated four to five times before the report is finally up to the user's satisfaction. In the end, a lot of time has been wasted by the business user and the IT person, and the finished version of the report took way longer that it should have.
This is where a self-service reporting tool such as **Power View** comes in. It is so intuitive and easy to use that most business users can start developing reports with it with little or no training. The interface is so visually appealing that it makes report writing fun. This results in users creating their own reports, thereby empowering businesses to make timely, proactive decisions and explore issues much more effectively than ever before.

In this chapter, we will cover the major features and functions of Power View, including the setup, various ways to start Power View, data visualizations, the user interface, data models, deploying and sharing reports, multiple views, chart highlighting, slicing, filters, sorting, exporting to PowerPoint, and finally, design tips. We will also talk about PowerPivot and the **Business Intelligence Semantic Model (BISM)**. By the end of the chapter, you should be able to jump right in and start creating reports.

**Getting started**

**Power View** was first introduced as a new integrated reporting feature of SQL Server 2012 (Enterprise or BI Edition) with SharePoint 2010 Enterprise Edition. It has also been seamlessly integrated and built directly into Excel 2013 and made available as an add-in that you can simply enable (although it is not possible to share Power View reports between SharePoint and Excel).

Power View allows users to quickly create highly visual and interactive reports via a **What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG)** interface. The following screenshot gives an example of a type of report you can build with Power View, which includes various types of visualizations:
The following screenshot is another example of a Power View report that makes heavy use of slicers along with a bar chart and tables:

Promotion Dashboard

We will start by discussing PowerPivot and BISM and will then go over the setup procedures for the two possible ways to use Power View: through SharePoint or via Excel 2013.
PowerPivot

It is important to understand what PowerPivot is and how it relates to Power View. PowerPivot is a data analysis add-on for Microsoft Excel. With it, you can mash large amounts of data together that you can then analyze and aggregate all in one workbook, bypassing the Excel maximum worksheet size of one million rows. It uses a powerful data engine to analyze and query large volumes of data very quickly. There are many data sources that you can use to import data into PowerPivot. Once the data is imported, it becomes part of a data model, which is simply a collection of tables that have relationships between them. Since the data is in Excel, it is immediately available to PivotTables, PivotCharts, and Power View.

PowerPivot is implemented in an application window separate from Excel that gives you the ability to do such things as insert and delete columns, format text, hide columns from client tools, change column names, and add images. Once you complete your changes, you have the option of uploading (publishing) the PowerPivot workbook to a PowerPivot Gallery or document library (on a BI site) in SharePoint (a PowerPivot Gallery is a special type of SharePoint document library that provides document and preview management for published Excel workbooks that contain PowerPivot data). This will allow you to share the data model inside PowerPivot with others. To publish your PowerPivot workbook to SharePoint, perform the following steps:

1. Open the Excel file that contains the PowerPivot workbook.
2. Select the File tab on the ribbon.
3. If using Excel 2013, click on Save As and then click on Browse and enter the SharePoint location of the PowerPivot Gallery (see the next screenshot).
   If using Excel 2010, click on Save & Send, click on Save to SharePoint, and then click on Browse.
4. Click on Save and the file will then be uploaded to SharePoint and immediately be made available to others.
A Power View report can be built from the PowerPivot workbook in the PowerPivot Gallery in SharePoint or from the PowerPivot workbook in an Excel 2013 file.

**Business Intelligence Semantic Model**

Business Intelligence Semantic Model (BISM) is a new data model that was introduced by Microsoft in SQL Server 2012. It is a single unified BI platform that publicizes one model for all end-user experiences. It is a hybrid model that exposes two storage implementations: the multidimensional data model (formerly called OLAP) and the tabular data model, which uses the xVelocity engine (formally called VertiPaq), all of which are hosted in SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS).

The tabular data model provides the architecture and optimization in a format that is the same as the data storage method used by PowerPivot, which uses an in-memory analytics engine to deliver fast access to tabular data. Tabular data models are built using SQL Server Data Tools (SSDT) and can be created from scratch or by importing a PowerPivot data model contained within an Excel workbook.
Once the model is complete, it is deployed to an SSAS server instance configured for tabular storage mode to make it available for others to use. This provides a great way to create a self-service BI solution, then make it a department solution and then an enterprise solution, as shown:

- **Self-service solution**: A business user loads data into PowerPivot and analyzes the data, making improvements along the way.

- **Department solution**: The Excel file that contains the PowerPivot workbook is deployed to a SharePoint site used by the department (in which the active data model actually resides in an SSAS instance and not in the Excel file). Department members use and enhance the data model over time.

- **Enterprise solution**: The PowerPivot data model from the SharePoint site is imported into a tabular data model by the IT department. Security is added and then the model is deployed to SSAS so the entire company can use it.

As we will learn in the following sections, Power View can be used to analyze and explore the data for all three of these solutions.

### Power View within SharePoint

This section describes using Power View within SharePoint. It can be used with the enterprise editions of SharePoint 2010 or SharePoint 2013.

#### Setup

Although Power View is very easy to use, setting up the required infrastructure when using it with SharePoint can be a bit tricky. Power View is automatically installed when you run the SQL Server 2012 setup and choose **Reporting Services Add-in for SharePoint Products** on the **Feature Selection** page. This is a newer version of the add-in, which includes Power View, compared to the version that is installed with SharePoint 2010 that does not include Power View. The following are the software requirements for Power View:

- SQL Server 2012 database engine (Business Intelligence Edition or Enterprise Edition).
- SQL Server 2012 Reporting Services (in SharePoint Integrated mode).
- SQL Server 2012 PowerPivot for SharePoint.
- SQL Server 2012 Analysis Services (SSAS) in tabular mode if using a tabular model connection.
• SQL Server 2012 Analysis Services in multidimensional mode if using a multidimensional model connection. It requires that SQL Server 2012 Service Pack 1 Cumulative Update 4 (CU4) be applied.

• SQL Server 2008/2012 Analysis Services in PowerPivot for SharePoint mode if using a PowerPivot for SharePoint workbook.

• SharePoint Server 2010/2013 Enterprise Edition Reporting Services Add-in for SharePoint Products installed from SQL Server 2012 onto the SharePoint server on which you want to have Power View.

• Microsoft Silverlight 5.

Providing detailed instructions for installing all the software to support Power View is outside the scope of this book. For help with this, see the Microsoft white paper titled Power View Infrastructure Configuration and Installation: Step-by-Step and Scripts, which walks you through installing and testing Power View and its infrastructure using multiple scenarios: http://bit.ly/1bqaSZT.

The data sources that Power View in SharePoint can use are a tabular model connection or a multidimensional model connection (support for multidimensional models was added after SQL Server 2012 was released via SP1 CU4).

**Tabular model connection**

The tabular model connection can be implemented in a number of ways:

• It can be a PowerPivot workbook (.xlsx) that is published to a SharePoint site that has PowerPivot enabled (called PowerPivot for SharePoint). Once published, the data is actually saved to a SharePoint PowerPivot flavor of the tabular engine. You can then use a special-purpose document library called PowerPivot Gallery to preview, share, and access published workbooks.

• It can be a BISM report server data source (.rsds) type that is published in a SharePoint document library in which it connects to a database running on a SQL Server 2012 Analysis Services tabular mode server (which can use either Windows authentication or stored credentials as Windows credentials).
It can be a BISM connection file (.bism) that is published in a SharePoint library (which has the BISM connection file content type) in which the connection is pointing to either one of the following:

- A database running on a SQL Server 2012 Analysis Services tabular mode server (which can use only Windows authentication and not stored credentials).
- A PowerPivot for SharePoint workbook. Note that an embedded PowerPivot database inside an Excel workbook is the equivalent of a tabular model database that is run on a standalone Analysis Services tabular mode server. You can use workbooks that are created using either the SQL Server 2008 R2 or the Microsoft SQL Server 2012 versions of PowerPivot for Excel.

You can also open the previously mentioned BISM connection file in Excel as an ODBC file. If you do this, Excel will open a workbook that contains a PivotTable field list that is populated with fields from the underlying data source.

PowerPivot for SharePoint requires Excel Services and also requires that you install SQL Server PowerPivot for SharePoint (which installs the "PowerPivot for SharePoint" server mode in SSAS). A benefit when using the tabular model is that a PowerPivot for SharePoint model workbook is able to use many different data sources, such as Microsoft Access, SQL Server 2008, SQL Azure, multidimensional databases, Excel files, text files, and so on. When using one of these sources, a SSAS tabular cube is created behind the scenes. So, the tabular model acts as a bridge, or a semantic layer, between the complexities of the data sources at the backend and your perspective of the data.

Be aware that when the tabular model connection uses a PowerPivot for SharePoint workbook, you are using the saved data in that workbook and are not connected to the source of that data. For example, if you are using a Microsoft Access database as a source for PowerPivot, when you save the PowerPivot workbook to SharePoint, you in fact are using a static copy of the data from the Microsoft Access database that was imported into PowerPivot. Then, when you are using Power View connected to this PowerPivot for SharePoint workbook, you are using that static data and are not connecting to the Microsoft Access database until you refresh the PowerPivot model either manually or using a scheduled refresh.
Starting Power View connected to a tabular model connection

If you would like to use the first tabular model connection discussed earlier to start Power View, you would first use PowerPivot in Excel to pull in the data and then save the PowerPivot workbook to the PowerPivot Gallery in SharePoint. Then, you would go to the PowerPivot Gallery in SharePoint. Just to the right of the name of the PowerPivot workbook will be a Create Power View Report control. Click on that, and you will be able to create a Power View report from the PowerPivot model in the workbook. See the following screenshot on how to start Power View in PowerPivot Gallery:

[Image: Starting Power View in PowerPivot Gallery]

To start Power View using the other tabular model connections discussed earlier, just click on the connection in the library or open the connections context menu and you will see the option Create Power View report.
Multidimensional model connection

The multidimensional model connection is made by creating a BISM report server data source (.rsds) type that is published in a SharePoint document library. This data source connects to a database running on a SQL Server 2012 Analysis Services multidimensional mode server (which can use either Windows authentication or stored credentials as Windows credentials). See the following screenshot to see what your BISM report server data source connection should look like:

Starting Power View connected to a multidimensional model connection

To start Power View with a multidimensional model connection, in the SharePoint document library, either click on the connection to the multidimensional model or open the multidimensional models context menu and you will see the option Create Power View report.
It is important to understand that when you create a Power View report using the multidimensional model, you are working with a tabular model type representation of a multidimensional model. Some objects and behaviors may appear different from the traditional tabular models. For more information on the differences, see http://bit.ly/1djQlt4.

Power View within Excel 2013
This section describes using Power View within Excel 2013, which requires the ProPlus Edition of Office 2013. Note that Power View is not supported within Excel 2010 or earlier versions.

Setup
Power View is an add-on in Excel 2013 that you can enable by following these steps:

1. In Excel, navigate to FILE | Options | Add-Ins.
2. In the Manage box, click on the drop-down arrow and select COM Add-ins. Now, click on Go.
3. Check the Power View checkbox and click on OK.

If the Power View add-on has not been enabled, it will be grayed out on the Excel Insert menu.

Data models
Excel 2013 (ProPlus Edition) now has native support for data models. A data model is a brand new approach to integrating data from multiple tables, in essence, building a relational data source right inside an Excel workbook. The data models are used transparently to provide the tabular data used in a Power View report.
When importing relational data, a data model will be created implicitly when you select multiple tables. The source of this data can be any relational database, such as SQL Server, SQL Azure, or Microsoft Access. A data model can contain a single table if you choose to add the data to the data model when importing the data, as depicted in the following screenshot. These are internal data models that you can view in PowerPivot.

In addition, Power View can also use an external data model from an external data source, such as other PowerPivot workbooks or SSAS tabular models, which will provide you with more functionality than using data models. Multidimensional models are not supported in Excel.

### Starting Power View in Excel

To start Power View, when importing data, choose to view the data in your workbook as a **Power View Report** (as shown in the preceding screenshot), or in Excel, go to the **INSERT** ribbon and click on **Power View**. If starting Power View from the **INSERT** ribbon, you must have some data on an existing sheet for it to use (this can be data you imported or simply typed in).

### Importing data into Excel

There are numerous ways to import data into Excel and then have that data consumed by Power View. Here are the four most common ways.
Adding data to a worksheet and inserting data into Power View

Follow these steps:

1. While in a blank workbook in Excel, go to the DATA tab and use one of the options in the Get External Data group.
2. Eventually, you will reach an Import Data dialog. Select Table and leave Add this data to the Data Model unchecked. This will add the data to a worksheet.
3. Select the range of cells that contain data that you want to use in your Power View report. Then, go to the INSERT tab and choose Power View.
4. The data will then be displayed in Power View, and in the Power View Fields section, you will see Range as the table name with a database icon.
5. The database icon indicates that data is being imported from a worksheet. If the data is changed in the worksheet, you can click Refresh in Power View (and also in PowerPivot) to pull in the updated data.
6. Behind the scenes, it adds the data to a PowerPivot data model with the name Range.

Not adding data to a worksheet and inserting data into Power View

Follow these steps:

1. While in a blank workbook in Excel, go to the DATA tab and use one of the options in the Get External Data group.
2. Eventually, you will reach an Import Data dialog. Check Add this data to the Data Model and Power View Report (Power View Report requires the Add this data to the Data Model box to be checked). This does not add data to a worksheet.
3. A blank Power View report will be displayed, and in the Power View Fields section, you will see the table name (derived based on the name of the source) without a database icon. A missing database icon means there is no data in a worksheet.
4. Behind the scenes, the data is added to a PowerPivot data model with the same name as the table name in the Power View Fields section.
Adding data to a worksheet and using PowerPivot

Follow these steps:

1. While in a blank workbook in Excel, go to the DATA tab and use one of the options in the Get External Data group.

2. Eventually, you will reach an Import Data dialog. Select Table and leave the Add this data to the Data Model box unchecked. This will add the data to a worksheet. Or, instead of getting external data, you can type your own data into the worksheet.

3. Go to the PowerPivot tab, choose Add to Data Model, and select the range of cells that contain data that you want to use in your Power View report. This changes the selected data on the worksheet into a table and adds it to the PowerPivot data model with the name Table1.

4. Go to the INSERT tab and choose Power View. The data will then be displayed in Power View, and in the Power View Fields section, you will see Table1 as the table name with a database icon.

If you get the error A table cannot overlap a range that contains a PivotTable report, query results, protected cells or another table when choosing Add to Data Model, go to DATA | Properties and uncheck Save query definition. This is because when you imported the data, you created an external data range (also called a query table) and need to remove the query definition from the sheet to allow it to be added to PowerPivot.

Not adding data to a worksheet and using PowerPivot

Follow these steps:

1. While in a blank workbook in Excel, open PowerPivot by going to the PowerPivot tab and choosing Manage.

2. Import data via the Get External Data option in PowerPivot. This adds the data to the PowerPivot data model and gives it a name based on the name of the source.

3. Go to the INSERT tab and choose Power View. Then, a blank Power View report will be displayed. In the Power View Fields section, you will see the table name without a database icon that is the same name as the Power View data model. This does not add data to a worksheet.
You cannot edit data in PowerPivot; you can only update the data from the source by using the Refresh button.

If you make a change to the data model in PowerPivot, when you return to Power View, you will get this message: The Data Model has changed. When you finish editing the Data Model, click OK to apply these changes in Power View. The data model changes are then applied immediately.

Data visualizations

Before getting into how to create a report in Power View, it is a good idea to go over the types of reports that you can create. The following table describes the different charts and visualizations that are available to you in Power View to create reports. For examples of what each chart looks like, check out http://bit.ly/NKFmTd.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visualization</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Table</td>
<td>A table is simply made up of rows and columns. For each visualization that you want to create, you will start first with creating a table. Then you can convert the table to any other visualizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>A matrix is similar to a table, but it can be collapsed and expanded by rows and/or columns. It can display totals and subtotals by row and column and can drill up and down a hierarchy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card</td>
<td>A card provides an index card style layout that includes text and data values as well as images.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacked Bar Chart</td>
<td>Categories are usually organized along the vertical axis and with values along the horizontal axis. A stacked bar chart shows the relationship of individual items to the whole.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% Stacked Bar Chart</td>
<td>Categories are usually organized along the vertical axis and with values along the horizontal axis. This compares the percentage that each value contributes to a total across categories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustered Bar Chart</td>
<td>Categories are usually organized along the vertical axis and with values along the horizontal axis. The compares values across categories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacked Column Chart</td>
<td>Categories are usually organized along the horizontal axis and with values along the vertical axis. This shows the relationship of individual items to the whole.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visualization</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100% Stacked Column Chart</td>
<td>Categories are usually organized along the horizontal axis and with values along the vertical axis. This compares the percentage that each value contributes to a total across categories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustered Column Chart</td>
<td>Categories are usually organized along the horizontal axis and with values along the vertical axis. This compares values across categories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scatter Chart</td>
<td>The horizontal axis displays one numeric field and the vertical axis displays another, which makes it easy to see the relationship that exists between the two values for all items in the chart. It provides a play button feature to enable viewing how data changes over time. It is also called bubble chart.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Chart</td>
<td>It has only one value axis (called the vertical axis), and the horizontal axis only shows evenly spaced groupings, or categories, of data. Category data is spread evenly along a category (horizontal) axis and distributes all numerical value data along a value (vertical) axis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pie Chart</td>
<td>This is a circular chart divided into sectors that illustrate numerical proportion. Pie charts can be rather sophisticated by allowing you to drill down when you double-click on a slice, or they can show sub-slices within the larger color slices. It also has the ability to cross-filter a pie chart with another chart.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map</td>
<td>Map displays your data in the context of geography using Bing map files. You can zoom as well as pan just as you would with any other Bing map. The data is plotted using geographical elements such as latitude and longitude.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiles</td>
<td>Tiles convert a matrix or table to present tabular data interactively. There will be a dynamic navigation strip that uses text or images for each tile. Clicking on a tile filters the data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiples</td>
<td>This creates a series of charts that have identical x and y axes and arrange them side by side to make it easy to compare different values at the same time. They are also called trellis charts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The user interface

Once you start Power View, the interface you will see will be a bit different depending on whether you are using Power View through SharePoint or Excel.
Power View through SharePoint looks like this:

![Power View in SharePoint](image1)

Power View through Excel looks like this:

![Power View in Excel 2013](image2)
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Note that in SharePoint there is a **View Area**, while in Excel there isn't one. The biggest difference is with the ribbons. In Excel, there are three ribbons that are used exclusively by Power View. The Power View ribbon is always visible, as shown in the following screenshot:

![The Power View ribbon in Excel 2013](image)

The Design ribbon, as shown in the following screenshot, is visible when a visualization is selected:

![The Design ribbon in Excel 2013](image)

The Layout ribbon, as shown in the screenshot, is visible when a chart is selected:

![The Layout ribbon in Excel 2013](image)

In SharePoint, you have the Home ribbon, which is always visible, as shown in the following screenshot:

![The Home ribbon in SharePoint](image)

The Styles ribbon, as shown in the following screenshot, is always visible (the selected theme will change the colors for the entire view):

![The Styles ribbon in SharePoint](image)
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The Design ribbon is visible when a visualization is selected:

![Design ribbon in SharePoint](image1.png)

The Layout ribbon is visible when a chart is selected. It will have different buttons depending whether you are on a chart, as shown in the following screenshot:

![Layout ribbon for charts in SharePoint](image2.png)

The Layout ribbon is visible when a map is selected, as shown in the following screenshot:

![Layout ribbon for map in SharePoint](image3.png)

The parts of the interface are described as follows:

- **Ribbon**: This is located at the top. It contains all the commands that can be performed either on the entire report or on the currently selected object in the report. Common tasks are grouped together.

- **View Area**: This is available only in SharePoint. It is located on the left-hand side. It tracks different states or views of the data in order to analyze the data at various points in time or as values change.

- **Canvas**: The center section is what contains the different data visualizations in the report. This is where you place the tables, charts, and filters that will display selected data from the data sources.

- **Field List**: This is on the upper right of the screen and contains the tables and fields from the data model. You will move these fields to build the report.
• **Field Well**: This is located in the bottom-right corner and is where you drag fields from the field list and drop them so they appear on the canvas. It also provides the properties of any object currently selected on the canvas so that you can control the appearance and behavior.

• **Filters Area**: This is used to restrict the amount of data displayed in the canvas area. It can be minimized by clicking on the > toggle at the top of the filters area or hidden completely by clicking on the Filters Area button on the ribbon.

### Enhancing data models

As mentioned in the previous sections, possible data sources for Power View are a PowerPivot for SharePoint workbook or an Excel 2013 data model. Both allow you to view and edit the data models in PowerPivot while in Excel. A benefit is that it allows you to make enhancements to the data model before users start to create reports against it in Power View. The enhancements can also be made to a tabular model via a Tabular Analysis Services project in SQL Server Data Tools (SSDT).

The following are some of the enhancements you can make:

• **Default Field Set**: This setting is used for a table and gives you the ability to select default columns and measures and define the preferred order. Then, these columns and measures are automatically added to the Power View report canvas when you create a report and click on the table name displayed in the field list in Power View. This will help to reduce redundant steps when using a data model in a report. To set the default fields for a data model, go to a PowerPivot window and on the Advanced tab, there is a Reporting Properties section with a Default Field Set button. Click on this button and you will see the Default Field Set dialog box (see the following screenshot). To set the default fields for a tabular model, in SSDT, go to the properties of the appropriate table, and in the Default Field Set property, click on **Click to edit**.
• **Table Behavior:** There are numerous properties that can be set to control the behavior for a particular table:
  
  ° **Row Identifier:** This is used to determine which column in the table is the primary key (unique identifier); this column must not have any blank values.
  
  ° **Keep Unique Rows:** This lets you define which column or columns in the table should be used to establish unique rows when reporting, even if the column or columns have duplicates. For example, if two customers have the same first and last name, choose the first and last name fields for **Keep Unique Rows** so that they are treated as two distinct customers instead of being grouped together.
  
  ° **Default Label:** This allows you to provide a display name for each unique row in the table. For example, you can specify a customer's name as the display name for a customer record. Power View reports such as tiles that use labels will emphasize this display name on the report (for example, use a bigger font for the display name).
**Default Image:** This allows you to provide an image for each unique row in the table. The default image can refer to text columns that provide URL references to image files, or it can reference binary data-type columns. Power View reports, such as tiles that use images, will emphasize the image on the report (for example, use a larger image).

To set the table behavior for a data model, go to a PowerPivot window, and on the **Advanced** tab, there is a **Reporting Properties** section with a **Table Behavior** button (see the following screenshot). To set the table behavior for a tabular model, in SSDT, go to the properties of the appropriate table, and in the **Table Behavior** property, click on **Click to edit**.

![Table Behavior dialog box](image)
• **Data Category**: This is a property setting that is accessible on any column in your data model. The available values for this property are **Address**, **City**, **Continent**, **Country**, **County**, **Image**, **Image URL**, **Latitude**, **Longitude**, **Organization**, **Place**, **PostalCode**, **StateOrProvince**, and **WebUrl**. Power View can interpret the value you set to improve the report. For example, if the value is set to **Image URL**, then the Power View report will display the image, or if it is set to **Country**, it will map the data. To set the data category for a data model, go to a PowerPivot window, and on the **Advanced** tab, there is a **Reporting Properties** section with the **Data Category** field (see the following screenshot). To set the data category for a tabular model, in SSDT, go to the properties of the appropriate column, and in the **Data Category** property, click on the drop-down button.
Deploying and sharing reports

Once the Power View reports are created, it is time to deploy them so that they can be shared with others. If you create your Power View report directly in SharePoint, you can quickly and easily save the report to a PowerPivot Gallery, and it can be shared by others using following steps:

1. Once the Power View report in SharePoint is complete, select the FILE tab in the ribbon.
2. Click on Save and enter a filename for the report file, which will be given the file extension of .rdlx (see the following screenshot).
3. You have the option to save preview images of the report so that other users can see them in the PowerPivot Gallery view pane by checking the Include an image of each view in its current state as a preview for other users (in PowerPivot Gallery and other applications) box. They are snapshots of the report and not real-time images, although they are frequently refreshed. This option is checked by default.
4. Use the current location or browse to another location to store the report file and click on Save.

![Save As](http://sharepoint2013/sites/BlCenter/PowerPivot%20Gallery)

This folder is empty.

Saving a Power View report in SharePoint

If the Power View report is contained in an Excel workbook, you can save it to SharePoint using the same steps in the previous PowerPivot section.
Presentation modes
A Power View report is always presentable, meaning there is no need to switch to a preview mode to see how your report looks. When using Power View in SharePoint, by default, a report is in design mode. There is also a reading mode in which the ribbon and field list are hidden and the report takes up the whole browser. This is also the case in the full-screen presentation mode (just like a PowerPoint slide show). In both modes, the Filters Area will be visible if it was visible in the design mode.

To switch to either mode, on the HOME tab, choose Reading Mode or Full Screen. To toggle between the views in either mode, use the arrow keys or click on the multi-view icon at the lower left of the screen. You can interact with the report visualizations just like you can in the design mode, but you can't edit the report.

Reports with multiple views in Power View
When using Power View in SharePoint, you can create a single report with multiple views, where all the views in the report are based on the same data model (see the following screenshot). You can click on each view while giving a presentation, much like you can in Microsoft Office PowerPoint. You are able to copy and paste from one view to another as well as duplicate whole views. You can do something similar for Power View in Excel by creating an Excel workbook with multiple Power View sheets. So in Power View in SharePoint, a report can have multiple views, and in Power View in Excel, a report can have multiple sheets.
Adding multiple views
To add a new view to a report, perform the following steps:

1. Open the report that you want to add the new view to.
2. On the HOME tab, click on New View, and then from the drop-down menu, select New View. The new view will be displayed in the left-hand side pane.

To add a duplicate view to a report, follow these steps:

1. Open the report that you want to add the duplicate view to.
2. On the HOME tab, click on New View, and from the drop-down menu, select Duplicate View. The duplicate view will be displayed in the left-hand side pane. This second view is the default view and is the one displayed in the canvas.

Navigating among views
In any presentation mode (design, reading, or fullscreen), you can use the up and down arrow keys to switch to any of the views in the report. In design mode, you can click on any of the views in the left-hand side pane. In reading and fullscreen modes, in the lower left, there is a View Chooser button that you can use to show a row of the views in the report. This button will activate the story board view in which you will see a tab strip with images of all the views that are included in the report; the tab strip is at the bottom of the screen below the existing view. If you hover over an image, you will see a much larger representation of the view. You can also click on the image that is on the strip, making it the active view.

View filters
Each view has its own filter; however, the filter area is of the same size for all views. If you adjust the size for one view, it will be adjusted for all views. The filter choices for each view persist as you switch from one view to another. So if you set a filter on a view, leave, and then come back, the filter will be as you left it. When you duplicate a view, the filter and the filter choices will be duplicated too. When you save a report, the filter choices are saved too.
**View preview images**

As mentioned in the *Deploy and share reports* section, if you save the preview images when saving the report, they will be displayed in the **View** pane in the design mode.

**Chart highlighting, slicers, and filtering**

Power View provides different ways to filter and highlight data in reports. Since the underlying data model contains metadata, Power View knows the relationships between the various tables and fields in a report, so one visualization can be used to filter all the other visualizations. Chart highlighting, slicers, and filters are three of the ways to filter all the visualizations in a view in Power View (SharePoint) or all the visualizations in a sheet in Power View (Excel). You can choose to create filters for the whole view or sheet or for individual visualizations. None of these filters apply across the whole report: in Power View in SharePoint, they are specific to individual views in the report. In Power View in Excel, they are specific to individual sheets in the report. All of the filters allow you to select one or more values.

**Chart highlighting**

Charts can act as filters via interactive cross-filtering. When you select a value by clicking directly on the chart, it will filter the values in all the tables, titles, and bubble charts in the view or sheet based on the value you clicked on. It also highlights parts of the charts that pertain to the value, showing the impact of the filtered values on the original values. You can select multiple values by using `Ctrl` + left-click. To clear a filter, click inside the background of a report item, not on a value. Interactive cross-filtering selections are saved when you move from one view or sheet to another, but are not saved with the report.
In the following example, the **Professional** value is selected by clicking on it in the pie chart legend. This action results in the bar chart display the **SalesAmount** value for only the selected **EnglishOccupation** in a dark color, with the overall values in a lighter shade. Values in the two tables are also filtered by the selected **ProfessionalEnglishOccupation**.

### Slicers
Slicers are a type of filter and are identical to the slicers you find in Excel. They filter everything in the view or sheet. To build one, you first create a single-column table from any attribute field, select the table, and click on the **Slicer** button. Each value in the table becomes a button, and when you click on the button, the data is filtered in the report immediately. You select multiple values by holding the **Ctrl** key when you click on each button. There is a **Clear Filter** icon at the top-right of each slicer that resets the filter, resulting in all values being selected. You can then click on any value to deselect it.
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Note that clicking on a value in a table that is not a slicer does not filter the report. You can add multiple slicers to your report (see the Promotion Dashboard screenshot in the Getting started section). Be aware that slicers filter each other. So, for example, in the Promotion Dashboard screenshot, we have a slicer for FiscalYear, Gender, and SalesTerritoryRegion. When you click on a fiscal year, it filters the other two slicers to show only the particular gender and sales territory regions for that fiscal year. The result is the filtering effects of all slicers are combined.

Slicers are different than chart highlighting in the following three ways:

- They filter charts rather than highlighting charts
- They are saved with the report, so when that same report is reopened, the same values in the slicer will be selected
- They allow for the use of image fields as the slicer, in which case the Row Identifier field for that image will be used as the filter in the slicer

In the following screenshot, the product category slicer on the left-hand side is filtered by bikes, so only the bikes in the product subcategory slicer on the right-hand side are displayed. In effect, the slicer on the left-hand side filters the values in the slicer on the right.

![Slicers](image-url)
Filtering
Power View has basic and advanced filters that can be applied to an individual visualization or to the whole view or sheet, but not the entire report. There is a specific Filters Area for these filters that are saved with the report. If you set a filter in the Filters Area, it will continue to filter the report even if you close the Filters Area. Note that you cannot filter an image field.

View-level/sheet-level filters
A view-level or sheet-level filter will filter all the visualizations as well as all the slicers in the view or sheet. To see the Filters Area, on the HOME tab, click on Filters in Power View in SharePoint or Filters Area in Power View in Excel. You can also click on the Show Filters icon in the top-right corner on any visualization. To add fields to the Filters Area, drag the fields over from the fields section of the fields list or click on the down arrow to the right-hand side of a field in the field section of the fields list and click on Add to View Filter.

Visualization-level filters
You can create a filter that will be applied to only one visualization. This visualization can be a table, matrix, card, or chart, but not a slicer or tile container. If you wish to view the filters on a visualization, click on the Show Filters icon in the top-right corner of the visualization. The fields in the visualization will then be displayed in the Filters area so that you able to filter them. You can drag other fields from the fields list to the Filters area; this can be done even for fields that are not part of that visualization. Alternatively, you can click on the down arrow to the right-hand side of a field in the field section of the fields list and click on Add to <visualization type> Filter.

If you expand the Filters area, when you select a visualization, you will see the visualization type in a gray heading to the right-hand side of the word VIEW in the Filters area. For example, if you select a chart, you will see a VIEW heading and to its right-hand side, a CHART heading in the Filters area (see the following screenshot). Click on the VIEW heading to see the view-level/sheet-level filters and click on the CHART heading to see the filters for the selected chart.

Filters area
Any filter that you add to a visualization can be deleted using the **Delete filter** icon, located to the right-hand side of the filter name (see the previous screenshot). However, you cannot delete the filters for any field that are in the visualization. Rather, you can clear them so that they have no effect. Note that if you add a filter for a field that is in the visualization and later delete that field from the visualization, the filter will remain in effect for that visualization. To remove the filter, you will need to go to the **Filters** area for that particular visualization and delete the filter.

### Basic filters

In the **Filters** area, by default, you will use basic filters. Click on the right-arrow to the left of any filter name to expand the filter (see the following screenshot). For non-numeric basic filters, there will be checkboxes for each value that you can select and deselect. There will be a number after each value that indicates how many records have that value. For numeric basic filters, there will be a slider that you can drag to select the values between the markers.

![Expanded filter](image)
Advanced filters

You can use advanced filters by selecting the **Advanced filter mode** icon to the right-hand side of each field filter. This will open up an advanced filter dialog as shown in the following screenshot:

With this option you can apply multiple filters using **And**/**Or**. Each filter can be a range of values or freeform values. You can enter partial values to be included or excluded. There is a drop-down list of phrases to choose from as shown in the following screenshot:
Search in filters
When you expand a filter, you will see a search box (see the earlier Expanded filter screenshot). This will allow you to search for a value in a text field within a visualization or view level (it does not search the whole report). You can then choose whether to filter on it. The portion of a field’s value that matches the search text is highlighted in yellow in the search result list. You can use wildcard characters in the search box: a question mark (?) will match any single character and an asterisk (*) will match any sequence of characters. Use the tilde (~) before the question mark or asterisk if you actually want to find a question mark or asterisk. A search is not case-sensitive.

For example, in a list of colors, typing l*e in the search box returns three colors: blue, silver, and silver/black.

Sorting
In Power View, you can sort data in tables, bar and columns charts, and matrices. You can also sort measures and nonmeasures.

To sort tables and matrices, click on the column heading you want sorted. You will then see an up arrow, indicating the field is sorted in ascending order, or a down arrow, indicating the field is sorted in descending order. Click on the column heading again to change the sort criteria. With flat tables, you can only sort one column at a time. With matrices, you can sort the whole matrix in one measure column or sort one nonmeasure column in each grouping level.

With charts, by default, they are sorted alphabetically in ascending order by the first chart category (unless a sort order is specified in the data model). You can sort chart categories by a category value in the Axis box or by a measure value in the Values box. Note that line, scatter, or bubble charts cannot be sorted.

If your visualization is made up of images only, Power View will sort by the Sort by Other Column property. If not, and the data model has a Default Label column, it will sort that column. If neither, it will sort on the Row ID field.
Export reports to Microsoft Office PowerPoint

There is another cool feature that you can use with Power View reports created in SharePoint: you can export the reports to PowerPoint (note that this does not work with reports created in Excel). When exporting, each view in Power View becomes a separate Silverlight control in its own PowerPoint slide. To export and view within PowerPoint, follow these steps:

1. Save the Power View report as you can't export an unsaved report.
2. Click on Export to PowerPoint in the File menu (see the following screenshot).
3. Save the new PowerPoint presentation.
4. Open the saved presentation in PowerPoint. You will see a static image of each view in Power View that is centered on a separate slide.
5. At the lower-right corner of PowerPoint, click on Reading View or Slide Show.
6. In the lower-right corner of the PowerPoint slide, click to load the live Power View report from the SharePoint server. You can then interact with it.

The PowerPoint presentation will be an interactive report, not just a static snapshot, as long as it can access the Power View report on the SharePoint server. This means you can filter and slice and dice the report. When you update and save the Power View report in SharePoint, the next time you view the PowerPoint slide, you will see the updates to the Power View report. Exporting to PowerPoint requires the Open Items SharePoint permission.
Another benefit of exporting reports to PowerPoint is that it allows you to print all of the reports at the same time (in SharePoint, you can only print one view at a time within a report file). Also, once exported to PowerPoint, you can save the reports to PDF format, since there is no way to export to PDF while in SharePoint.

**Design tips**

The following are descriptions of some features and tips that make it easier to create reports in Power View in Excel and in SharePoint.

**Undo/Redo**

Almost anything you do when designing a report can be undone using the Undo button. This allows you to experiment with any feature to learn about it, and if you don’t like it, just use Undo. You are able to undo multiple steps in the order in which you did them, and if you undo too many times, you can use the Redo button. In Power View in Excel, the Undo and Redo buttons are the large forward and backward arrows that are on the Power View tab. In Power View in SharePoint, they are two small buttons at the top left-hand side, separate from the tabs.

**Arranging visualizations**

When populating a report with multiple visualizations, one item can overlap or completely cover another, for example, you could place a smaller graph on top of a larger graph. To provide flexibility in the design, you can bring objects forward or all the way to the front, or move objects backward or all the way to the back. In Power View in Excel, this is accomplished by the Bring Forward and Send Backward buttons in the Arrange section in the Design tab. In Power View in SharePoint, use the Arrange button in the Home tab.

**Fit to window**

The Power View report in Microsoft Excel as well as in SharePoint fits to the window and automatically resizes if you open more panes, such as the Filters area, or if you resize the window, it resizes by adjusting the font size of all the objects. To stop the report from resizing to fit the window, click on the Fit to Window button. Then, if the report is too big to fit the canvas area, use the scroll bars to view the different parts of the report.
Pop out

Every visualization has a **Pop out** icon in the upper-right corner. Clicking on this will expand the visualization to fill the entire Power View window (or the entire mode if you are in the reading or fullscreen mode). It will cover all the other visualizations, but clicking on the **Pop out** icon again (which will now say **Pop in**), will return the report to its previous state. Note that tiles do not have a **Pop out** icon.

Summary

In this chapter, we learned about the features of Power View and how it is an excellent tool for self-service reporting. We talked about PowerPivot and BISM and how they relate to Power View. We covered setting up and using Power View within SharePoint and how to connect to a tabular model as well as a multidimensional model. Then, we talked about using Power View within Excel via data models and how to import data into Excel. We moved on to data visualizations, describing the different types of reports you can create. We covered the Power View user interface and how to enhance the data models. We discussed how to deploy and share reports, the various presentation modes, and reports with multiple views. A large section was on chart highlighting, slicers, and filters. We ended with a discussion on sorting, exporting to PowerPoint, and design tips. In the next chapter, we will show you step-by-step how to create a report in Power View.
In this chapter, we'll walk through the process of creating a basic Power View report. As we learned in the previous chapter, Power View reports can be created using Excel 2013 or directly through the browser when connected to a SharePoint site, which has the Reporting Services Add-in for SharePoint Products installed. In the following development activity, we will be leveraging the second option.

The development activity in this chapter is broken up into the following sections:

- Creating a BI Semantic Model (BISM) connection
- Opening the Power View design interface
- Creating bar charts
- Creating pie charts
- Creating column charts
- Adding a slicer
- Deploying reports to SharePoint

**Prerequisites**

Before you start this exercise, you will require the following:

- Access to a server running SharePoint Server 2010 Enterprise Edition or SharePoint Server 2013 with the Reporting Services Add-in for SharePoint Products installed
• Access to a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Analysis Services instance installed in tabular mode with the Adventure Works 2012 sample tabular database deployed

• A browser with Microsoft Silverlight 5 installed

Microsoft SharePoint Server 2013 is available in a 180-day trial version from the following location: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/ hh973397.aspx

Microsoft SQL Server 2012 is available in a 180-day trial version (which includes SQL Server Data Tools) from the following location: http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=29066

Adventure Works DW 2012 sample database is available for download from the following location: http://msftdbprodsamples.codeplex.com/releases/view/55330

Tutorial scenario
In this exercise, you will step into the shoes of a business user working in the sales department at a fictitious bike retailer called Adventure Works. You have been tasked with creating a report for the department that will provide a breakdown of internet sales by customer attributes, product categories, and geography. After developing the report, you will need to deploy it to the company’s existing SharePoint site where it can be accessed by other users in the sales department.

Creating a BI Semantic Model (BISM) connection
Before Power View reports can be created in SharePoint, a connection object must be created pointing to the data source, which in this demo will be an Analysis Services Tabular model. This task is typically carried out by IT ahead of time since it usually requires a bit more technical knowledge about the systems’ infrastructure than can be reasonably expected of the business users.
However, for the sake of this exercise, we will quickly walk through the process of creating BISM connection file, which as you learned in the previous chapter, is only one of the methods for connecting to a tabular model from Power View in SharePoint.

The following link contains detailed information with regards to creating BI Semantic Model (BISM) connection objects pointing to Analysis Services Tabular models: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh230972.aspx

Follow these steps:

1. Open a browser and navigate to the Data Connections library in which you wish to create the BISM connection file.
2. Select **BI Semantic Model Connection** from the New Document dropdown as shown in the following screenshot:

![New Document drop-down menu to create BI Semantic Model Connection](image-url)
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On the **New BI Semantic Model Connection** page, fill in the values specific to your environment and click on OK to create the BISM connection file. Use the following screenshot for guidance, but keep in mind that the values for the last two fields are specific to my environment. If you are not sure what values to supply for your environments, review the instructions under the **Connection Information** section at the bottom of the **New BI Semantic Model Connection** page to determine the appropriate values for your environment.

![New BI Semantic Model Connection page](image)

**Opening the Power View design interface**

Now that we have a BISM connection file pointing to the tabular model, we are ready to begin developing the Power View report. Follow these steps:

1. Click on the name of the BISM connection file created in the previous section to open the Power View report design interface.
2. Click on the textbox at the top of the canvas labeled **Click here to add a title**, and enter **Sales Report**. Your screen should resemble the one in the following screenshot:

![Power View design interface after adding the report title](image)

**Creating bar charts**

The first object we will add to the Power View report is a bar chart comparing **Sales Amount** by **Country**. Follow these steps:

1. Click on a blank space on the canvas.
2. In the **Field List**, locate and expand the **Internet Sales** table.
3. Click on the checkbox next to the field labeled **Sales Amount** as shown in the following screenshot:

![Selectable field](image)
4. Now locate and expand the Geography table in the field list, and click on the checkbox next to the Country Region Name field, as shown in the following screenshot:

![Field list in Power View design interface](image)

5. At this point, the report body contains a table showing Sales Amount by Country Region Name and should resemble the following screenshot:

![Report body with table showing Sales Amount by Country Region Name](image)
6. In the visualizations group of the ribbon, click on the **Bar** button to convert the table into a horizontal bar chart.

7. Now increase the size of the bar chart object by clicking on the bottom-right corner of the bar chart and dragging it out towards the bottom-right corner of the screen, as in the following screenshot:

![Bar chart visualization of Sales Amount by Country Region Name](image)

**Creating pie charts**

The next object that we will add to the Power View report is a pie chart comparing **Sales Amount by Customer Occupation** by following these steps:

1. Click on a blank space on the canvas.
2. In the **Field List**, locate and expand the **Internet Sales** table.
3. Click on the checkbox next to the **Sales Amount** field.
4. Move the object to the upper-right corner of the canvas in to the right of the bar chart.
5. Now locate and expand the **Customer** table in the field list and click on the checkbox next to **Occupation**.
6. With the new object still in focus, click on the drop-down button in the visualizations group of the ribbon (shown in the following screenshot), and select the **Pie** button.

![Pie button in Power View](image)

7. Just as with the bar chart in the previous section, click on and hold the bottom-right corner of the pie chart object and drag it out towards the bottom-right corner of the screen to increase the size. Your report canvas should now resemble the following screenshot:

![Bar chart and pie chart side by side](image)
Creating column charts
The next object we will add to the Power View report is a column chart comparing Sales Amount by Customer Commute Distance. Follow these steps:

1. Click on a blank space on the canvas.
2. In the Field List, locate and expand the Internet Sales table.
3. Click the checkbox next to the Sales Amount field.
4. Move the object to the lower-left corner of the canvas—just below the bar chart.
5. Now locate and expand the Customer table in the Field List, and click on the checkbox next to Commute Distance.
6. With the new object still in focus, click on the Column button in the visualizations group of the ribbon.
7. Just as with the bar chart and pie chart from the previous sections, click on, and hold the bottom-right corner of the column chart object and drag it out towards the bottom-right corner of the screen to increase the size. Your report canvas should now resemble the following screenshot:

![Column chart added to bottom-left corner of report body](image)
Adding a slicer

Now that we have a few visualizations placed on the screen, let’s add a slicer object to improve user experience by providing the ability to filter the data by Calendar Year. Follow these steps:

1. Click on a blank space on the canvas.
2. In the Field List, expand the Date table and click on the checkbox next to Calendar Year.
3. Move the table of year values to the bottom-right corner of the screen.
4. Up in the ribbon, click on the Slicer button to convert the table of year values into a slicer object as shown in the following screenshot:

5. Click on and hold the bottom-right corner of the slicer object and drag it out towards the bottom-right corner of the screen to increase the size.
6. Now again from the ribbon, click on the button shown in the following screenshot to increase the size of the slicer values. Your report canvas should now resemble the following screenshot:
Deploying reports to SharePoint

After spending some time testing out user experience by clicking around the report, it is time to deploy the report to SharePoint so that other users in your department can use it. Since we created this report via SharePoint, this process is really easy. Follow these steps:

1. Click on the File button in the upper-left corner of the ribbon and choose the Save As option.
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2. In the **Save As** dialog box, navigate to the document library in which you wish to save the report, give the file a name, and click on the **Save** button. In the following screenshot, the report has been named *Sales Report* and will be saved in a document library called *PowerView*. This document library happens to be a special type of document library known as a PowerPivot Gallery. As you will see in the last screenshot of the chapter, a PowerPivot Gallery uses Silverlight to provide thumbnail previews of each view in a Power View report. More information on the PowerPivot Gallery document library is available at the following address: [http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee637430.aspx](http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee637430.aspx)

![Save As](http://sp2013/PowerView)

The Save As dialogue box to save a Power View report

Now other users in the sales department can access the Power View report by navigating to the document library where the report was saved.
The following screenshot shows what the rest of the users see when they navigate to the SharePoint document library where the report was saved. To run the report, the user can simply click on the thumbnail of the report.

Power View report in (PowerPivot Gallery) document library

Summary

In this chapter, we stepped into the shoes of a business user in the sales department and created a self-service report using the browser-based Power View development interface available through the SharePoint environment. The end result was a visually appealing and highly interactive report, which we created from start to finish without the need to involve IT resources. Finally, we deployed the report to a SharePoint PowerPivot Gallery (document library), where the rest of our department was now able to access the report.
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